The Chairperson called the meeting to order at 4:30 P.M.

There were present:

Benno Schmidt, Chairperson
Philip Alfonso Berry, Vice Chairperson

Valerie Lancaster Beal
Wellington Z. Chen
Una S. T-Clarke
Rita DiMartino
Freida D. Foster
Brian D. Obergfell

Fenella Ramsami
Anthony Vargas
Doris Wang

Joseph K. Awadjie, ex officio
Terrence F. Martell, ex officio (non-voting)

Frederick P. Schaffer, General Counsel and Senior Vice Chancellor for Legal Affairs
Jay Hershenson, Senior Vice Chancellor for University Relations and Secretary of the Board
Hourig Messerlian, Deputy to the Secretary

The absence of Trustees Judah Gribetz and Hugo M. Morales was excused.
Chairperson Benno Schmidt called the meeting to order, and stated that the Board will go into Executive Session to discuss personnel matters after the conclusion of the Public meeting. The Board will then reconvene in Public Session following Executive Session. He read the following notice into the record of the meeting:

“The meetings of the Board of Trustees of The City University of New York are open to the public, and the Board welcomes the interest of those who attend. The public has ample opportunity to communicate with the Board. Public hearings on the Board’s policy calendar are scheduled one week prior to the Board’s regular meetings and members of the public who wish to communicate with the Board are invited to express their views at such public hearings.

Furthermore, the Board holds additional public hearings each year in all of the five boroughs at which members of the public may also speak. In addition, written communications to the Board are distributed to all Trustees.

The Board must carry out the functions assigned to it by law and therefore will not tolerate conduct by members of the public that disrupts its meetings. In the event of disruptions, including noise which interferes with Board discussion, after appropriate warning, the Chairman will ask the security staff to remove persons engaging in disruptive conduct.

The University may seek disciplinary and/or criminal sanctions against persons who engage in conduct that violates the University’s rules or State laws which prohibit interference with the work of public bodies.”

A. VIDEOTAPING OF BOARD MEETING: Chairperson Schmidt announced that as usual CUNY-TV is making available this important community service by transmitting the Public Session of this afternoon’s meeting of the Board of Trustees live on cable Channel 75. The meeting is also being webcast live at www.cuny.edu/livestream providing service worldwide through personal computers and mobile devices. The Public Session of this afternoon’s Board meeting will be available as a podcast within 24 hours and can be accessed through the CUNY website.

Chairperson Schmidt stated that he would like to extend his congratulations to Chancellor James Milliken who gave a keynote speech on Friday, October 16th at the Association of Community College Trustees (ACCT) 2015 Congress in San Diego. More than 2,000 community college trustees, presidents—including Hostos Community College President David Gómez, Bronx Community College President Thomas Isekenegbe, and Kingsborough Community College President Farley Herzek—and other leaders attended this event. Chancellor Milliken urged attendees to focus their efforts on smart, targeted programs with measureable impact—such as, CUNY Start and Accelerated Study in Associate Programs (ASAP)—to improve completion rates for students.

Chairperson Schmidt stated that he was one of three keynote speakers at the 3rd Florida State University System Trustee Summit that took place on November 4th and 5th, at Florida International University in Miami. Attendees included Florida Governor Rick Scott and some of the most prominent higher education leaders in the country. Copies of his keynote remarks have been distributed to all the Trustees.

Chairperson Schmidt stated that he would like to commend Trustee Wellington Chen for working with the Chancellery to create new corporate-funded scholarships, starting with one four-year scholarship for a new CUNY student, and five two-year scholarships of $2,500 each. Thank you, Trustee Chen!

Chairperson Schmidt stated that he would like to thank Trustee Charles Shorter for continuing to represent the University with distinction as a Board member of the Association of Governing Boards.
Chairperson Schmidt stated that he would like to congratulate Trustee Una Clarke for being honored with a Community Service award by the Peace Islands Institute at their fundraising event on Friday, November 20th. The Institute is one of the largest Turkish organizations in New York and New England, fostering dialogue and promoting diversity.

Chairperson Schmidt stated that on behalf of the Board and Chancellor Milliken, he would like to warmly congratulate University Student Senate (USS) Chair and Trustee Joseph Awadjie on his re-election on October 25th. Welcome back!

Chairperson Schmidt noted that there will be a Board/Chancellery dinner with the newly elected CUNY student leaders on Monday, December 2nd, from 6:00 to 8:00 p.m., taking place right here in this room. It will give the Trustees a chance to meet the new members of the USS Steering Committee and other student government leaders at that time. Participation of the Board and Chancellery are encouraged.

Chairperson Schmidt reported that John Jay College of Criminal Justice Professor Cathy Spatz Widom, who is here this afternoon, received the 2016 Stockholm Prize in Criminology. This prestigious prize is the highest honor a scholar can achieve in the field of criminology. Dr. Widom is an internationally recognized expert on the causes and consequences of child abuse and neglect and her body of work is extraordinary in quantity, quality and impact. He added that on behalf of the Board, he would like to extend his warmest congratulations on this significant honor.

Statement of President Jeremy Travis:
It is indeed a great honor, personally and professionally, to introduce Dr. Widom. In the field of criminology, the Stockholm Prize is the ultimate recognition of a scholar’s contributions to science, to the understanding of crime, delinquency and the societal responses to this phenomenon. In essence, it is like the Nobel Prize. There is no one more deserving than Dr. Widom, an internationally recognized scholar. She has devoted her life as a scholar to an exploration of the hypothesis that experiencing violence in childhood leads to the perpetration of violence in adolescence and adulthood. Her work on this topic, based on a highly original and methodologically rigorous longitudinal design, led to the publication of her 1989 article entitled, “The Cycle of Violence” in Science. The results demonstrated that childhood maltreatment increases the risk for delinquency, crime and violence, although in a direct challenge to conventional wisdom. She also documented that the majority of maltreated children do not go on to become delinquent, criminal or violent. Her research has also highlighted that childhood neglect is an important form of child maltreatment by itself and should receive more attention. In fact, her research has demonstrated that neglect is also associated with long-term consequences of offending behavior. In a society that focuses mostly on childhood physical and sexual abuse, these findings have a profound impact on the field of child protective services. Most recently Dr. Widom’s research has challenged yet another tenet of conventional wisdom, namely the assumption that abused children will grow up to be abusive parents. Once again, these groundbreaking findings were published in her second article in Science just this past year. Widespread celebration of the fact that the international community has awarded the Stockholm Prize to Dr. Widom represents more than an acknowledgement of her scholarly contributions. She has also been recognized as a leader in building the field of criminology. Her work has had a profound impact on the world of practice, including on police chiefs and child protective workers. She has testified before Congress, serves on the National Academy of Sciences, National Institute of Medicine, and has held leadership positions in her professional associations. Most recently, she has filed an ambitious research proposal with NICHD to create at CUNY a center on child abuse and neglect, that would cut across CUNY institutions and engage more than 40 faculty. Closer to home, I note with pride that she is an active citizen of John Jay College, a delightful colleague, and an inspirational example of an established scholar who is every day devoted to mentoring young scholars. At the reception celebrating her award, Dr. Widom spoke movingly to her students and gave them simple advice that has guided her career: follow the science wherever it may lead you. It is for those qualities of integrity,
persistence and dedication to the truth that Dr. Widom has justly been awarded the Stockholm Prize. **John Jay College** and the University are proud to call her one of their own.

**Statement of Professor Cathy Spatz Widom:**
It is an incredible honor to receive the Stockholm Prize in Criminology, as an individual and a scholar for my students, my younger colleagues, and my former students. But obviously it is also a great honor for CUNY, particularly **John Jay College**. I would like to express my appreciation to President Jeremy Travis for his support over the past 20 years as he nominated me with others for this award. He brought me to **John Jay College** in 2006, and I must say that he has made a wonderful home for me at CUNY and helped me to do the work that has allowed me to receive this prize. Thank you very much.

Chairperson Schmidt stated that on behalf of the Board, he would like to extend his condolences to Vice Chancellor Gloriana Waters and her family on the passing of her beloved husband, Claude Grant on October 25th in North Carolina. **Vice Chancellor Waters**, please accept the Board’s deepest sympathies.

**B. COLLEGE AND FACULTY HONORS:** Chairperson Schmidt called on Trustee Valerie Lancaster Beal, who announced the following:

1. **Baruch College**’s Master’s in Financial Engineering Program is ranked number two in QuantNet’s biannual evaluation of programs. Rounding out the top five programs are that of Carnegie Mellon, Columbia University, UC Berkeley, and New York University. Congratulations!

2. **York College** Professor Tomas Modesto Galan was the recipient of the 2015 Poet of the Year Award at the recent Americas Poetry Festival in New York. Congratulations!

3. **City College** School of Education and Department of Physics Professor Richard N. Steinberg was named a fellow of the American Physical Society; and, **City College** History Professor Emily Greble is headed to Serbia on a 2015-2016 Fulbright Scholar Award to research and write a book. Congratulations!

4. **CUNY School of Law** earned rankings in the top ten in the nation by the Princeton Review for being both most diverse faculty and most welcoming to older students. Congratulations!

**C. STUDENT AND ALUMNI HONORS:** Chairperson Schmidt called on Trustee Carol A. Robles-Roman, who announced the following:

1. Three CUNY alumni were selected to the 2015-2017 Class of Empire State Fellows. They are: Luana Ferreira of the **Graduate School and University Center**, Allison Weingarten of the **Hunter College**’s Silberman School of Social Work, and Ron Zacchi of **Baruch College**’s School of Public Affairs; and two **CUNY School of Law** students were selected for the Excelsior Service Fellows Program. They are: Stephanie Rivera and Matt Grill. Congratulations!

2. **Baruch College** Junior Juanita Fatola was awarded the 2015 Actuarial Diversity Scholarship by the Actuarial Foundation; and for the third time, **Baruch College**’s National Association of Black Accountants team won first-place honors at the 2015 KPMG/NABA National Case Study Competition. Congratulations!

3. **Brooklyn College** M.F.A. students Clare Barron and Sara DeLappe were named inaugural winners of the Relentless Award presented by the American Playwriting Foundation, and will split a $45,000 prize. This award was created last year in honor of the late Philip Seymour Hoffman. Congratulations!
4. **Hunter College** Alumni Sasha Neha Ajuja (Class of 2009) and Ryan J. S. Baxter (Class of 2012) were named among City & State's “40 Under 40: New York City Rising Stars of 2015”. Congratulations!

D. **GRANTS:** Chairperson Schmidt presented for inclusion in the record the following list of grants and bequests of $100,000 or above received by the University subsequent to the October 1, 2015 Board meeting.

**BRONX COMMUNITY COLLEGE**

1. $1,188,618 **NEW YORK STATE EDUCATION DEPARTMENT** to Carin Savage, for “Student Support.”
2. $455,000 **ROBIN HOOD FOUNDATION** to Elizabeth Payamps, for “Student Support.”
3. $125,384 **NEW YORK STATE DEPARTMENT OF LABOR** to Blanche Kellawon, for “Student Support/Training.”

**BROOKLYN COLLEGE**

1. $111,405 **NATIONAL INSTITUTES OF HEALTH** to Mariana P. Torrente, for “Epigenetics in Neurodegenerative Disease: Targeting Histone Modifications in ALS.”
2. $157,000 **NATIONAL INSTITUTES OF HEALTH** to Aneta Czajkowska, for “Theranostic Nanoparticles for Dual Modality Cancer Therapy.”
3. $249,000 **NATIONAL INSTITUTES OF HEALTH** to William Esber, for “Neural Bases of Acquired Stimulus Salience.”
4. $418,494 **NATIONAL INSTITUTES OF HEALTH** to Tracy Chu, for “The Social Ecology of Sleep Environments among Non-Hispanic Black Infants.”
5. $414,873 **NATIONAL INSTITUTES OF HEALTH** to Louise Hainline, for “RISE Option 2: Increasing URM Student Success in Science and Science Careers.”
6. $529,968 **NATIONAL SCIENCE FOUNDATION** to Louise Hainline, for “Peer-Assisted Team Research (PATR): A Method for Early Undergraduate Research.”
7. $136,000 **NATIONAL SCIENCE FOUNDATION** to Paul Forlano, for “Collaborative Research: Mechanisms of Sound Source Localization Underlying an Ancentral Mode of Vertebrate Hearing.”
8. $949,123 **NATIONAL SCIENCE FOUNDATION** to Laurel Cooley, for “Collaborative Research: The Career Trajectories of Urban Math Teachers from a Selective Alternative.”
9. $165,000 **NEW YORK CITY DEPARTMENT OF YOUTH AND COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT** to Diane Reiser, for “SONYC Programs.”
10. $284,301 **UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION** to Lorraine Mondesir, for “Childcare Access Means Parents in School.”
11. $157,193 **UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA, SAN DIEGO** to Juergen Polle, for “A Systems Biology and Pond Culture-based Understanding and Improvement of Metabolic Processes Related to Productivity in Diverse Microalgal Classes for Viable Biofuel Production.”
12. $763,229.14 **CANADIAN DEPARTMENT OF FOREIGN AFFAIRS, TRADE AND DEVELOPMENT (DFATD)** to Mark Ungar, for “Start Global Peace and Security Fund Program.”
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**GRADUATE SCHOOL AND UNIVERSITY CENTER**

1. **$343,628**
   **NATIONAL SCIENCE FOUNDATION** to Howard Everson, for “Evaluation of MSP in NYC 2 – A New Partnership to Transform Urban Secondary School Mathematical and Science Experiences.”

2. **$622,511**
   **NEW YORK STATE EDUCATION DEPARTMENT** to Howard Everson and Deborah Hecht, for “Designing and Evaluating of NYS Education Department’s Race to the Top Initiative.”

3. **$324,667**
   **NATIONAL ENDOWMENT FOR THE HUMANITIES** to Matthew Gold, for “Opening Humanities Education with the Commons in a Box and the OpenLab.”

**HOSTOS COMMUNITY COLLEGE**

1. **$1,762,211**
   **UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH & HUMAN SERVICES** to Carlos Molina and Evelyn Fernandez-Ketcham, for “Health Profession Opportunity Grant to Serve TANF Recipients: Allied Health Career Pipeline.”

2. **$198,545**
   **DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES/HEALTH RESOURCES AND SERVICES ADMINISTRATION** to Evelyn Fernandez-Ketcham, for “Health Career Opportunity Program.”

3. **$290,000**
   **UNITED STATES SOCIAL SECURITY ADMINISTRATION** to Peter Mertens and Ninoska Uribe, for “Work Incentives Planning and Assistance Program.”

4. **$309,011**
   **NEW YORK STATE EDUCATION DEPARTMENT** to Peter Mertens, for “Liberty Partnerships Program.”

5. **$1,109,195**
   **NEW YORK STATE EDUCATION DEPARTMENT** to Carlos Molina, for “Vocational Education Program.”

6. **$399,000**
   **NEW YORK STATE EDUCATION DEPARTMENT** to Christine Mangino and Moise Koffi, for “STEP/Proyecto Access.”

7. **$199,500**
   **NEW YORK STATE EDUCATION DEPARTMENT** to Christine Mangino and Moise Koffi, for “CSTEP.”

8. **$165,451**
   **NEW YORK STATE EDUCATION DEPARTMENT** to Peter Mertens, for “Workforce Investment Act Program.”

9. **$100,000**
   **NEW YORK STATE DEPARTMENT OF LABOR** to Carlos Molina, for “Unemployed Worker Training.”

10. **$492,608**
    **NEW YORK CITY DEPARTMENT OF CORRECTIONS** to Peter Mertens, for “Next Steps Project.”

11. **$150,000**
    **NPORG/HEALTH RESEARCH, INC.** to Lillian Morales and Fabian Wander, for “Support for Expectant and Parenting Teens.”

12. **$150,000**
    **STAVROS S. NIARCHOS FOUNDATION** to Peter Mertens, for “Hostos Community Heroes Pilot Program.”

13. **$186,109**
    **PINKERTON FOUNDATION** to Evelyn Fernandez-Ketcham, for “Community Partnership for College.”
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Amount</th>
<th>Funding Agency</th>
<th>Project Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>$166,029</td>
<td>PHS/NATIONAL INSTITUTES OF HEALTH/NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF MENTAL HEALTH</td>
<td>to Ekaterina Likhtik, for “Modulation of Fear &amp; Safety in the Basal Forebrainamygdala-Prefrontal Network.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>$130,000</td>
<td>NATIONAL SCIENCE FOUNDATION</td>
<td>to Shengping Zheng, for “New Strategies &amp; Methods for Synthesis of Indoles &amp; Carbozoles.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>$124,143</td>
<td>NATIONAL SCIENCE FOUNDATION</td>
<td>to William Solecki, for “Belmont Forum-G9 Initiative Collaborative Research: Transformation &amp; Resilience on Urban Coasts.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>$281,957</td>
<td>NEW YORK CITY DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION</td>
<td>to Barry Cherkas, for “Mathematics and Science Partnerships Project: NCLB/Title IIB.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>$349,125</td>
<td>PHS/NATIONAL INSTITUTES OF HEALTH/NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF MENTAL HEALTH</td>
<td>to Tracy Dennis, for “Attention Bias Modification for Anxiety: A Randomized Control Trial with Biomarkers.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>$607,468</td>
<td>PHS/NATIONAL INSTITUTES OF HEALTH/NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF GENERAL MEDICAL SCIENCES</td>
<td>to Regina Miranda and Vanya Quinones-Jenab, for “BP-ENDURE at Hunter.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>$133,506</td>
<td>WAYNE STATE UNIVERSITY/NATIONAL INSTITUTE ON ALCOHOL ABUSE AND ALCOHOLISM</td>
<td>to Jeffrey Parsons, for “Comparing the Effectiveness of Two Alcohol-Adherence Interventions for HIV+ Youth.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>$141,856</td>
<td>UNITED STATES UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA/NATIONAL INSTITUTES OF HEALTH/NIDA</td>
<td>to Jeffrey Parsons, for “A Technology-Delivered Peer-to-Peer Support Art Allowance Intervention for HIV+ Adults.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>$700,716</td>
<td>PHS/NATIONAL INSTITUTES OF HEALTH/NATIONAL INSTITUTE ON DRUG ABUSE</td>
<td>to Ana Ventuneac and Jeffrey Parsons, for “A Structural Intervention to Improve Substance Abuse Diagnosis &amp; Treatment Practices in HIV Clinic Settings Senior.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>$185,178</td>
<td>JOAN &amp; SANFORD I. WEILL MEDICAL COLLEGE OF CORNELL/NATIONAL INSTITUTES OF HEALTH</td>
<td>to Jesus Angulo, for “Clinical &amp; Translational Science Center.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>$514,704</td>
<td>NEW YORK CITY DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION</td>
<td>to Robert Gyles and Frank Gardella, for “Math Center for Learning &amp; Teaching.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>$140,638</td>
<td>NEW YORK CITY DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION</td>
<td>to Robert Gyles and Frank Gardella, for “Math Center for Learning &amp; Teaching.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>$199,167</td>
<td>UNITED STATES EDUCATION DEPARTMENT</td>
<td>to Elizabeth Cardoso, for “Long-Term Training: Rehabilitation Counseling.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>$141,462</td>
<td>NATIONAL SCIENCE FOUNDATION</td>
<td>to Jeanne Weiler, for “Hunter College Noyce Science Scholar Program – Phase 2.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>$128,510</td>
<td>JOAN &amp; SANFORD I. WEILL MEDICAL COLLEGE OF CORNELL UNIVERSITY</td>
<td>to Gail McCain and Elizabeth Capezuti, for “Clinical &amp; Translational Science Center.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>$300,000</td>
<td>FORDHAM UNIVERSITY/SUBSTANCE ABUSE &amp; MENTAL HEALTH SERVICE ADMINISTRATION</td>
<td>to Robert Abramovitz, for “Creating &amp; Sustaining the Next Generation of Trauma-Informed Practitioners.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>$100,332</td>
<td>WEILL CORNELL MEDICAL CENTER/HHS</td>
<td>to Nancy Giunta, for “SMART-MH: Sandy Mobilization, Assessment, Referral &amp; Treatment for Mental Health.”</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
18. $111,689  
NEW YORK CITY DEPARTMENT OF PROBATION  to Harriet Goodman, for "Models of Probation Project."

19. $150,000  
NEW YORK CITY DEPARTMENT OF PROBATION  to Harriet Goodman, for "Models of Probation Project."

20. $400,000  
NEW YORK CITY DEPARTMENT OF PROBATION  to Harriet Goodman, for "Models of Probation Project."

21. $560,944  
NEW YORK CITY DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH & MENTAL HYGIENE  to Ana Paulino, for "Mental Health Scholarship Program/One Year Residency."

22. $123,033  
NEW YORK CITY DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH & MENTAL HYGIENE  to Jonathan Prince, for "Assessment of Service Needs to Inform Policy & Services Planning."

23. $114,918  
NEW YORK UNIVERSITY/NATIONAL INSTITUTES OF HEALTH/NATIONAL CANCER INSTITUTE  to Nicholas Freudenberg, for "Alternative Tobacco Products: Use Adverse Effects and Communication Patterns."

24. $615,728  
PHS/NATIONAL INSTITUTES OF HEALTH/NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF MENTAL HEALTH  to Denis Nash, for "HIV Care Coordination: Comparative Effectiveness, Outcome Determinants and Costs."

25. $220,000  
UNITED STATES EDUCATION DEPARTMENT  to Carol Oliver, for "Ronald E. McNair Postbaccalaureate Achievement Program."

JOHN JAY COLLEGE OF CRIMINAL JUSTICE

1. $250,000  
NEW YORK CITY COUNCIL  to Jeffrey A. Butts, for "Implementation and Outcome Assessment of the New York City Anti-Gun Violence Initiative."

2. $254,849  
SAVANNAH RIVER NUCLEAR SOLUTIONS, LLC.  to Anthony Carpi, for "A Mechanistic Investigation of Reduction and Volatilization of Mercury Contaminants in Soil at the Oakridge Y-12 National Security Complex."

3. $619,704  
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION  to Anthony Carpi and Kate Szur, for "A Success Pipeline for Hispanic Students: Expanding a Model Transfer Articulation Program by Supporting Cohort Identity, Academic Progress, and Learner-Centered Curriculum."

4. $655,658  
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION  to Anthony Carpi and Nathan Lents, for "Creating Hispanic Scientists: A Model Articulation Program between Hispanic Serving Institutions."

5. $120,000  
SINGLE STOP USA, INC.  to Lynette Cook-Francis and Dana Trimboli, for "Single-Stop Services."

6. $190,000  
SHIMADZU CORPORATION  to Marta Concheiro-Guisan, Shu-Yuan Cheng, and Yi He, for "Equipment Grant for Mass Spectrometry Program."

7. $250,000  
FORD FOUNDATION  to Ann Jacobs, for "Corridors of College Success, Prison to College Pipeline."

8. $2,400,000  
NEW YORK CITY CENTER FOR ECONOMIC OPPORTUNITY ($1.4M) & NEW YORK CITY YOUNG MEN'S INITIATIVE ($1M)  to Ann Jacobs, for "The New York City Justice Corps."

9. $210,950  
MAYOR AND ALDERMAN OF THE CITY OF SAVANNAH  to David Kennedy, for "Reducing Serious Violence in Savannah, Georgia."
10. $237,590 UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION to Jessica Gordon, for “McNair Post-Baccalaureate Achievement Program.”
11. $414,666 UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION to Karen Texeira, for “Upward Bound Program.”
12. $199,378 DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES to Philip Yanos, for “Examining Determinants of Community Participation among Persons with Psychiatric Disabilities.”

KINGSBOROUGH COMMUNITY COLLEGE
1. $441,425 MAYOR’S CENTER FOR ECONOMIC OPPORTUNITY (CEO), NYC Young Men’s Initiative to Babette Audant, for “CUNY Fatherhood Academy at Kingsborough Community College.”
2. $141,807.47 MAYOR’S FUND TO ADVANCE NEW YORK CITY to Babette Audant, for “Project Rise.”
3. $362,987 NEW YORK CITY HUMAN RESOURCES ADMINISTRATION to Marie Mandara, for “College Opportunity to Prepare for Employment.”
4. $300,770 NEW YORK STATE EDUCATION DEPARTMENT to Elizabeth Sergile, for “Liberty Partnerships Program.”
5. $123,250 NEW YORK STATE OFFICE OF TEMPORARY & DISABILITY ASSISTANCE to Natalie Bredikhina, for “Supplemental Nutrition Assistance, Employment and Training (SNAP E&T) Venture to Success FSEY Program.”
6. $187,500 ROBIN HOOD FOUNDATION to Stephanie Akunvabey, for “Opening Doors Learning Communities.”
7. $100,181 THE CARROLL AND MILTON PETRIE FOUNDATION to Peter Cohen and Michael Weisenfeld, for “Math Supplemental Instruction Center (SIC).”
8. $232,114 UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION to Faith Fogelman, for “Student Support Services (SSS) Program.”

LAGUARDIA COMMUNITY COLLEGE
1. $292,440 NEW YORK CITY DEPARTMENT OF YOUTH AND COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT to Adjoa E. Gzifa, for “SYEP-DOE.”
2. $404,489 NEW YORK CITY DEPARTMENT OF YOUTH AND COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT to Adjoa E. Gzifa, for “Young Adult Internship Program.”
3. $1,175,826 NEW YORK STATE EDUCATION DEPARTMENT to Bruce Hoffacker, for “Carl D. Perkins Career and Technical Training.”
4. $304,295 DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES/NATIONAL INSTITUTES OF HEALTH to Hendrick Delcham, for “LaGuardia Bridges to the Baccalaureate.”
5. $305,964 DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES/SUBSTANCE ABUSE AND MENTAL HEALTH SERVICES ADMINISTRATION to Regina Varin-Mognano, for “Class and Sass Front Line Prevention.”
6. $249,997 UNITED STATES EDUCATION DEPARTMENT/OFFICE OF POSTSECONDARY EDUCATION to Francesca Fiore, for “Veterans Upward Bound.”
7. $250,000 UNITED STATES EDUCATION DEPARTMENT/OFFICE OF SPECIAL EDUCATION AND REHABILITATIVE SERVICES to Robert Hills, for “Interpreter Education Program.”

8. $500,000 NEW YORK STATE EDUCATION DEPARTMENT/OFFICE OF ADULT CAREER AND CONTINUING EDUCATION SERVICES to John Hunt, for “Adult Basic Education and Literacy Servi.”

9. $115,000 NEW YORK STATE EDUCATION DEPARTMENT/OFFICE OF ADULT CAREER AND CONTINUING EDUCATION SERVICES to John Hunt, for “CTR for IMGR Adult Lit & Basic Adult Edu.”

10. $392,211 NEW YORK STATE EDUCATION DEPARTMENT/OFFICE OF ADULT CAREER AND CONTINUING EDUCATION SERVICES to John Hunt, for “Workforce Investment Act.”

11. $251,467.50 MAYOR/NEW YORK CITY OFFICE OF THE MAYOR to John Hunt, for “Adult Literacy Program.”

12. $272,933 COPE GSI LAGUARDIA to Ada Bedor, for “Cope GSI LaGuardia.”

13. $453,135 NEW YORK CITY DEPARTMENT OF CORRECTION to John Mogulescu, for “Next Steps Project.”

14. $162,000 NEW YORK CITY DEPARTMENT OF PROBATION to Claudia Baldonedo, for “Young Adult Justice Program Community.”

15. $209,522 NPORG/RESEARCH FOUNDATION/SUNY to Rosa Figueroa, for “The New York State Small Business Develo.”

16. $270,000 PUBFND/ROBIN HOOD FOUNDATION to Amy Dalsimer, for “GED Bridge.”

17. $180,000 PUBFND/ROBIN HOOD FOUNDATION to Jane Schulman, for “Green Jobs Training Program.”

LEHMAN COLLEGE

1. $1,800,000 UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION to Herminio Martinez, for “Bronx GEAR UP Network.”

2. $648,776 UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION to Jose Magdaleno, for “Overcoming Barriers and Moving Up: The Sophomore Year Initiative.”

3. $414,491 HEALTH RESOURCES AND SERVICES ADMINISTRATION to Joy Greenberg, for “Culturally Informed Behavioral Health Services for At-Risk Children, Adolescents and Transitional-Age Youth and their Families in Bronx, New York and Surrounding Communities.”

4. $314,611 SUBSTANCE ABUSE AND MENTAL HEALTH SERVICES ADMINISTRATION to Evan Senreich, for “Enhancing SBIRT Utilization among Underserved Populations in Bronx, NY and Surrounding Urban Areas: A Lehman College Training Initiative for Social Work Students and Medical Residents.”

5. $229,995 UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION to Anne Rothstein, for “Lehman College Talent Search: Pathways to Success.”

6. $228,498 NATIONAL SCIENCE FOUNDATION to Serigne Gningue, for “Science, Technology, Engineering, and Mathematics for English Language Learners (STEMELL) Program at Lehman College.”
7. $219,700 **UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION** to Annette Hernandez, for "Regular Student Support Service Program to Provide Pathways to Success for Low-Income First Generation College Undergraduates."

8. $217,475 **UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION** to Anne Campos, for “Student Support Services Program for Careers in Teaching Serving Early Childhood, Elementary, Middle and High School Pre-Service Teachers.”

9. $148,600 **NEW YORK CITY DEPARTMENT OF SMALL BUSINESS SERVICES** to Marzie Jafari, for “Home Health Aide.”

10. $119,896 **BRONX LEBANON HOSPITAL** to Marzie Jafari, for “Master of Nursing Program.”

11. $107,209 **HOSPITAL LEAGUE, LOCAL 1199** to Marzie Jafari, for “Colloquium Series Program.”

**COLLEGE OF STATEN ISLAND**

1. $315,000 **NATIONAL SCIENCE FOUNDATION** to Qiao-Sheng Hu, for “Development of Controlled Palladium(0)-Catalyzed Suzuki Cross-Coupling Polymerizations.”

2. $200,000 **NATIONAL SCIENCE FOUNDATION** to Vadim Oganesyan, for “Quantum and Semi-Classical Dynamics of Random Spin Chains: Models and Methods for Quantum Non-Ergodic Statistical Physics.”

3. $593,706 **NATIONAL SCIENCE FOUNDATION** to Lana Karasik, for “RUI: An Investigation of Short and Long Term Effects of Cradling on Development.”

4. $214,500 **NEW YORK STATE DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION** to Gary Reichard and Debra Evans-Green, for “STEP.”

5. $150,000 **CRAIG H. NEILSEN FOUNDATION** to Maria Knikou, for “Transspinal Stimulation to Increase Neuroplasticity and Recovery after SCI.”

6. $799,630 **NATIONAL SCIENCE FOUNDATION** to Jane Coffee, Nelly Tournaki, Susan Sullivan, and Irina Lyublinskaya, for “Robert Noyce Teacher Academy at the College of Staten Island.”

**E. ORAL REPORT OF THE CHANCELLOR:** Chancellor James B. Milliken presented the following report:

Today, I am going to spend most of my time discussing the budget, which is one of the most important responsibilities of this Board and the Administration.

I would like to begin by briefly mentioning the importance of, and progress **CUNY** has made in one area, performance funding, which holds real promise for accelerating smarter analysis of the University’s operations and improvements in how **CUNY** delivers on its mission. Since we last met, the **Executive Committee**, with the authority provided by this Board, approved many promising investments for the University’s 24 colleges. **CUNY** has had a performance management system for many years, assessing areas such as academic quality, student success and financial management. The new funding initiative advocated by Governor Andrew Cuomo, and closely aligned with priorities of the University and the colleges, has given the colleges a chance to formulate strategies and seek funding for new targeted approaches through a competitive process. Approximately $20 million was allocated for the first stage, in which the colleges offered proposals. The Chancellery evaluated the proposals and made awards based on merit. It was a rewarding process, with proposals for areas such as accelerating development of online courses, increasing graduation rates and developing new workforce initiatives. In one example, the “We Want You Back” proposal, **Queens College** would create a system for contacting former students who
left in good standing without degrees and recruit them back, offering financial aid and other assistance. CUNY's Budget Request, which will be presented later this evening, includes funding for expanding and sustaining these efforts. I expect they will enhance CUNY's capabilities, provide new models, and allow the University to deliver even better outcomes for students.

In the University's budget, CUNY is addressing a number of other important priorities. One involves data science and data analytics. Baruch College has created three new business majors and two minors in this important field of data science and data analytics with the participation of leaders in the finance sector. CUNY is leading a national effort with a number of financial service firms to develop new curricula and educate more students in data analytics, and the firms are offering internships and jobs. It is a good example of a public-private partnership that is so beneficial to the students.

First topic that is always controversial is tuition. The Budget Request includes support for renewal of what has been referred to as the Rational Tuition Policy. Some have claimed that the Policy is not rational, because of its impact on the students and their families. If I had a choice, there is no question what I would choose: the State and the City would provide more support, and the need for tuition increases would be minimized. The reality is that nationally a general disinvestment in public education has taken place for decades. New York with its historically generous tuition assistance program has been one state that has invested more in higher education, although it is clear that CUNY's operations have not been adequately funded for the modern era.

In New York, CUNY has seen steep budget reductions some years and in others modest increases at best. In years where there were significant budget reductions, steep tuition increases—up to 37% in one year—went to make up for budget deficits. Two components of the tuition policy the last five years are notable. First, the University was allowed to spend the tuition raised on investments in students and second, it was accompanied by a commitment from the State, memorialized in a Maintenance of Effort provision that prevented the State from reducing the State appropriation year-over-year to CUNY. In all years but one, the State increased the non-tuition appropriation year-over-year. But as from the current year when the State has not adequately funded mandatory increases in CUNY's non-discretionary budget line items such as automatic fringe benefit increases, its budgets suffer significantly. With the strong support of CUNY and SUNY, both chambers passed a more robust Maintenance of Effort provision in the last session that requires the State to fund increases and contractual salary and benefit obligations. CUNY has also joined SUNY, as well as, its own students and faculty, the Professional Staff Congress (PSC), and others in urging Governor Cuomo to sign this bill. CUNY representatives were in Albany as part of a larger effort last Friday to urge his support. Everyone knows too well that CUNY's labor contracts are long out-of-date and everyone agrees that the University needs a fair resolution, being competitive for faculty and staff.

Funds to support contracts come from three sources: state and city appropriations, reallocations in the existing budget, and tuition. Without additional funding from the State, that leaves reallocations and tuition. Since CUNY's budgets are approximately eighty percent personnel, meaningful reallocations would almost certainly include reductions in workforce. The truth is that the University has too few full-time faculty now, and too few academic advisors and other support staff. As CUNY continues to enjoy record enrollments and face more demands, cutting important positions is not a constructive alternative. So that leaves tuition. These are facts, people can disagree about choices that should be made, but they can not dispute the possible sources and availability of funding. What Trustees are being asked to vote on today is a request supported by the Board's Committee on Fiscal Affairs for authority to raise and invest tuition. The Board is not voting on a tuition increase. That decision can be made when the University has a better sense of what the State funding picture looks like. It is at least conceivable that a tuition increase may not be necessary or may be required at a level lower than authorized.

CUNY has made it clear that it does not plan to ask the Board to consider an increase in tuition next year for the more than 100,000 students who attend community colleges. There are a number of reasons for this including the fact that while the senior college tuition is quite low by national standards, community
college tuition is relatively high. Second, while tuition rates have increased in each of the last five years, over sixty-five percent of its undergraduates actually pay no tuition, mainly because of PELL and TAP support. It appears that the impact of relatively low tuition and significant financial aid does make a difference. CUNY enrollment during these same five years has grown five percent, or 13,000 students, during that time, equal to the enrollment of a good-sized college.

Lastly, I would like to address one final point related to the subject, and that is the use of tuition revenues. Some say that the University should only use it for new investments, especially investments that help students, and among the investments justly celebrated is the addition of almost 1,000 new full-time faculty over the last five years. That is a great thing for CUNY and for its students and I fully support this investment. But the idea that the University should not use tuition if it is the only source of available increased funding for supporting its current faculty is wrong in my view. CUNY can make no better investment in its students than by attracting and retaining the best faculty. As a practical matter, it is more cost-effective and valuable to retain experienced faculty than to have to replace them. So whether the source of investment is state appropriation or tuition, my priority will always be in investing in talent because I am convinced it has the greatest impact on CUNY students' education and success.

The University has a lot of work to do going forward, and must do its best to convince Governor Cuomo and the legislature to invest more in CUNY because of the incredible return on the investment. The University will continue to do all it can to reach a fair agreement, given the fiscal condition, with its outstanding faculty and staff, driven by the goal of providing the best education for its students, which will help them succeed in college and in life.

Finally, on a more upbeat note, I had an opportunity recently to attend a conference with CUNY staff that helps students apply for and obtain important awards. The keynote speaker was a Macaulay Honors Brooklyn College graduate, Zujaja Tauqeer. Her family was forced to flee their native Pakistan when she was a girl and they came to Staten Island. After earning her degree in History, she won a Rhodes Scholarship and spent three years at Oxford University. She is now in her second year at Harvard Medical School. What was striking was not just her impressive achievements and maturity, but the thoughts she shared on how the CUNY awards staff could help its students earn more distinctions. She noted that every student she was competing against for the Rhodes, and the other winners, were from Ivy League institutions, but she insisted that CUNY should resist the temptation of trying to change its story to sound more like them. CUNY’s strength in the eyes of the panels that judge these awards, she insisted, is the narrative of diversity and, in some cases, of hardship, and that narrative is the persuasive argument the University should always make.

I will close with Zujaja’s words, "We should leverage rather than repudiate what makes CUNY special relative to other universities. Other students are considered privileged because of access to the social and financial capital that comes with going to a privileged elite university, but I have really come to realize what a privileged experience it is to be a New Yorker and go to a university with the kind of student population we have."

Upon motions duly made, seconded and carried, the following resolutions were adopted:
(Calendar Nos. 1 through 10)

NO. 1. CHANCELLOR’S UNIVERSITY REPORT: RESOLVED, That the Chancellor's University Report for November 23, 2015 (including Addendum and Errata Items) be approved:

NO. 2. APPROVAL OF MINUTES: RESOLVED, That the minutes of the regular Board meeting of October 1, 2015 be approved.
A. THE CITY COLLEGE OF NEW YORK - TUITION FOR THE DOCTOR OF MEDICINE IN MEDICAL EDUCATION AT THE CUNY SCHOOL OF MEDICINE:

RESOLVED, That the Board of Trustees of The City University of New York adopts a schedule of tuition charges for the Doctor of Medicine in Medical Education at The City College of New York, effective in the fall 2016 semester as set forth in the schedule below:

Doctor of Medicine in Medical Education

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Student Type</th>
<th>Tuition per Semester</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Resident Full-time students</td>
<td>$19,000.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-Resident Full-time students</td>
<td>$31,630.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In addition, the following student activity fee schedule will be charged per semester effective fall 2016:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Student Fee</th>
<th>Fee</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tech Fee</td>
<td>$125.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Consolidated Fee</td>
<td>$15.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Senate Fee</td>
<td>$1.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Activity Fee</td>
<td>$14.50</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

EXPLANATION: The proposed tuition at the CUNY School of Medicine for full-time resident students is $19,000.00 per semester ($38,000.00 per year), and the proposed tuition for full-time non-resident students is $31,630.00 per semester ($63,260.00 per year). The program is for full-time students only; therefore, no part-time tuition rate is provided. This tuition rate is the same as the rate charged by the State University of New York (SUNY Downstate) system for its medical school.

The entire tuition will be retained by the CUNY School of Medicine to fund direct costs of the degree program, including increased staffing to strengthen services to students and to meet the technical needs of the program. The student activity fee schedule is the same rate as that charged to all other graduate students at City College and will be retained by the CUNY School of Medicine to benefit its students.

This tuition differential is permitted under New York State Education Law, Section 6206, which allows The City University of New York to charge differential tuition rates as long as there is a differential among like degree programs. The City College of New York will continue to provide any financial aid assistance available to eligible medical school students.

B. THE CITY UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK - HOSTING SERVICES:

RESOLVED, That the Board of Trustees of The City University of New York authorize the General Counsel to execute a contract on behalf of the Office of the University Controller with a vendor who will provide services to migrate CUNY’s current hosting operations of the applications to a new environment and to provide these hosting operations on an ongoing basis in a manner that will meet CUNY’s current and future needs. The Contractor shall be awarded to responsive and responsible offeror chosen on the basis of best value after public advertisement and timely submission of sealed proposals through a Request for Proposal solicitation and evaluation process conducted by the University pursuant to law and University Regulation. The hosting services estimated cost will be $6,100,000 per year for five years, for a total maximum value of $38,400,000, which also includes $6,400,000 for the migration services required in the first year and an additional $1,500,000 contingency for the five year contract term. The contract shall include up to five additional one year options for the University to renew in its best interest. The contract shall be subject to approval as to form by the University Office of General Counsel.

EXPLANATION: The Migration Project includes all the preparatory work necessary to establish the physical, virtual, and network environments for the Hosting Services at Contractor’s hosting site. It also
includes services to plan and execute the move of all applications, CUNY data and any other required objects, from CUNY’s existing hosted environment to Contractor’s site.

**C. THE CITY UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK - AMERICAN MUSEUM OF NATURAL HISTORY ONLINE GRADUATE SCIENCE SEMINAR COURSES:**

RESOLVED, That the Board of Trustees of the City University of New York authorize the General Counsel to execute a contract on behalf of the Office of the University Controller for the School of Professional Studies to purchase graduate science seminars from the American Museum of Natural History without competitive solicitation and pursuant to law and University regulations for a term of up to six years from January 1, 2015 through December 31, 2020. Such purchase shall not exceed a total estimated cost of $1,935,000. The contract shall be subject to approval as to form by the University Office of General Counsel.

**EXPLANATION:** The School of Professional Studies will use the science seminars to offer thirteen online graduate courses in life science, earth science, and physical science and expand educational opportunities for science teachers and access to science content for students.

**D. THE CITY UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK - HAZARDOUS WASTE REMOVAL SERVICES:**

RESOLVED, That the Board of Trustees of The City University of New York authorize the General Counsel to execute a contract on behalf of the Office of the University Controller with a vendor who will provide as needed hazardous waste removal services for Central Office and all of the Colleges. The contract shall be awarded to the lowest responsive and responsible bidder after public advertisement and sealed bidding by the Office of the University Controller pursuant to law and University Regulations. Such purchase shall not exceed an estimated annual cost of $2,000,000 chargeable to appropriate funding sources during the applicable fiscal year. The contract term shall be five years. The contract shall be subject to approval as to form by the Office of General Counsel.

**EXPLANATION:** The services are essential for the day-to-day operations of the Colleges' campuses in order for them to be in compliance with the required federal, state and local regulations with regards to the removal of hazardous waste.

**E. THE CITY UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK - FY 2016-2017 UNIVERSITY BUDGET REQUEST:**

RESOLVED, Subject to the availability of resources, CUNY seeks an additional $167.0 million for the University. This total includes $124.1 million for the senior colleges and $42.9 million for the community colleges. At the senior colleges, $43.8 million is for baseline needs and $80.3 million is for strategic investments. At the community colleges, $6.6 million is for baseline needs and $36.3 million is for the investment plan.

2015-2016 appropriation levels of $2.336 billion for the senior colleges and $898.3 million for the community colleges and allocation to the various units of the university thereof reflect, per the authority vested in the Chancellery by the Board of Trustees, all budget adjustments reflected in the FY2015-2016 state enacted appropriation for the university.

**EXPLANATION:** With the 2016-2017 Budget Request, the University enhances its capacity to carry out its mission of access and opportunity for New Yorkers and its commitment to meet the economic and educational needs of New York State and New York City. CUNY’s strategic priorities align with those of the state and city and include performance improvement initiatives that will speed student progress toward degree attainment, improve access and retention, provide experiential learning opportunities that prepare students for the workforce and boost civic engagement and community service, and assist students in achieving post graduate success whether that is transferring to advanced degree programs or beginning their career paths.
State and City financing of fixed mandatory needs, such as contractually required incremental salary increases, and fringe benefit, energy and building rental cost increases, will allow existing funding to remain in programmatic areas so that the University can continue to provide high quality services in support of its statutory mission and its commitment to all New Yorkers. Trustees Charles Shorter and Joseph Awadje voted NO.
Predictable Tuition Policy – Investments

- FY 2016 is the last year of the approved tuition increases
- History of tuition increase spending (FY 2012 to FY 2015)
  - Programmatic investments total $263 million: $183 million at the senior colleges and $80 million at the community colleges.
  - $75 million has been provided in financial aid.
  - $73 million has been invested in full-time faculty: $51 million at the senior colleges and $22 million at the community colleges.
  - A total of 996 new faculty lines have been added: 588 at the senior colleges and 408 at the community colleges

Predictable Tuition Policy – Outcomes

- Graduation rates increased for the following populations:
  - baccalaureate freshmen: 4-year rate up from 20.6% to 22.5% over the last five years; 6-year rate up from 44.6% to 47.6% over the last five years
  - baccalaureate transfers: 4-year rate up from 49.3% to 51.2% over the last five years
  - associate freshmen: 4-year rate up from 17.2% to 20.8% over the last five years; 6-year rate up from 23.8% to 25.1% over the last five years
- CUNY granted 20% more degrees and certificates (47,776) in 2013-14 than five years earlier.
- Headcount enrollment increased 5% from 262,000 to 275,000 from 2009 to 2014
- Annual voluntary support up from $169 Million in FY2011 to $210 Million in FY2015.
- Academic momentum for baccalaureate students improved, measured as the average number of credits freshmen earn in their first year – from 25.3 for 2009 entrants to 26.2 for 2013 entrants;
- Percentage of students who are fully skills proficient by the end of the first year rose from 38.2% to 49.2% over the past five years (based on students who initially needed remediation).
- Transfer rate for associate graduates to baccalaureate programs rose from 60.7% to 64.2% over the last five years
Senior College Tuition History

Maintenance of Effort Policy

- Current State MOE legislation does not require the funding of mandatory cost increases.
- CUNY supports revised legislation that requires the State to fund all mandatory cost increases, including those for fringe benefits, contractually required salary increases, energy, building rentals, and other inflationary increases.
Senior College Tuition Comparison

Comparison of in-state FY2014 average tuition for full-time undergraduates - Public, 4-year or above University Systems

Community College Tuition Comparison

Comparison of in-state FY2014 average tuition for full-time undergraduates - Public, 2-year University Systems
Tuition Policy

Senior Colleges

- CUNY supports renewal of tuition legislation for the senior colleges.
- A predictable tuition policy helps ensure the sustainability of high quality academic and student support services

Community Colleges

- CUNY is not planning to increase community college tuition for FY2017.

Tuition Assistance Program

- The FY2011 State tuition legislation requires CUNY to provide Tuition Assistance Program (TAP) waiver credits covering the difference between tuition and student TAP awards.
- For the fiscal year 2015-16, CUNY will issue $49M in TAP tuition credits pursuant to this requirement.
- The University requests State funding to close the gap between the maximum TAP award and tuition and allow for reinvestment into student support.
Financial Aid

- Eligible students can receive up to the maximum TAP award of $5,165; and the maximum Pell award of $5,775.

- CUNY administered over $550 million in Pell grants for 139,000 recipients and over $290 million in TAP awards to 102,000 students for the 2014-15 academic year.

The FY2017 Budget Request
Requested Additional Appropriations ($ millions)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source</th>
<th>FY 2016 Adopted</th>
<th>Mandatory Changes</th>
<th>Program Changes*</th>
<th>Total Request</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>State Aid</td>
<td>1,451.4</td>
<td>44.0</td>
<td>67.6</td>
<td>1,563.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>City Support</td>
<td>321.3</td>
<td>6.4</td>
<td>10.0</td>
<td>370.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tuition and Other Revenue</td>
<td>1,461.4</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>39.0</td>
<td>1,500.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>3,234.1</td>
<td>50.4</td>
<td>116.6</td>
<td>3,433.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The FY 2017 Budget Request does not include amounts related to any new labor contracts between CUNY and its unions.

*Note $32.3M (not included above) is committed by the City in FY2017 for ASAP and STEM.
CUNY Funding Sources

FY 2015 SC Adopted Budget

- State Aid: 53%
- City Support: 1%
- Tuition Revenue: 46%
- Tuition: 31%
- TAP: 9%
- Pell: 6%

FY 2015 CC Adopted Budget

- State Aid: 52%
- City Support: 1%
- Tuition Revenue: 46%
- Tuition: 31%
- TAP: 9%
- Pell: 6%

Report to the Board of Trustees, November 23, 2015

CUNY Funding Sources

FY 2016 SC Adopted Budget

- Tuition and Other: 47%
- State Aid: 52%
- City Support: 1%

FY 2017 SC Total Request

- Tuition and Other: 47%
- State Aid: 52%
- City Support: 1%

FY 2016 CC Adopted Budget

- Tuition and Other: 42%
- State Aid: 28%
- City Support: 32%

FY 2017 CC Total Request

- Tuition and Other: 39%
- State Aid: 27%
- City Support: 34%

Report to the Board of Trustees, November 23, 2015
### The FY2017 Budget Request
#### Investment Plan Summary ($ millions)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Program Needs</th>
<th>Seniors</th>
<th>Communities</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Medical School</td>
<td>2.8</td>
<td></td>
<td>2.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Performance Improvement Plan</td>
<td>24.0</td>
<td>12.2</td>
<td>36.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Experiential Learning</td>
<td>TBD</td>
<td>TBD</td>
<td>TBD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Community College Graduates Scholarship</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td></td>
<td>2.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CUNY Service Corps</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>7.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Public Safety Center Initiative</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td></td>
<td>2.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEEK / Student Support</td>
<td>7.0</td>
<td></td>
<td>7.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data Analytics</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>3.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Early Childhood Education</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>3.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Investment in Faculty</td>
<td>30.0</td>
<td>7.1</td>
<td>37.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Math Remediation</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>2.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Online Education</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>4.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Urban Innovation Fund</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>2.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Workforce Development</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>8.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total Program Increases</strong></td>
<td><strong>80.3</strong></td>
<td><strong>36.3</strong></td>
<td><strong>116.6</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Numbers may not add due to rounding.
The FY2017 Budget Request

Financing the Request ($ millions)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Seniors</th>
<th>Communities</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>State Support - Mandatory Needs</td>
<td>43.8</td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State Support – Strategic Investments</td>
<td>31.3</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State Support – TAP Credit Restoration</td>
<td>10.0</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Community College State Aid Increase</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>26.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>City Support – Mandatory Needs</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>6.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>City Support – Strategic Investments</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>10.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tuition Revenue</td>
<td>51.0</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tuition TAP Credit</td>
<td>(12.0)</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>124.1</strong></td>
<td><strong>42.9</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Numbers may not add due to rounding.
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---

Statement of University Student Senate (USS) Chair and Trustee Awadjie:
The Budget Request before this Board today makes great investments into crucial programmatic areas so that the University can continue to provide high quality services in support of its statutory mission and its commitment to all New Yorkers. I believe this Board can agree that the University needs to continue to invest in the programs that make CUNY unique for its faculty and its students. There is one component of
the budget with which I disagree. The Budget Request relies on tuition hikes and supports the extension of the Rational Tuition Policy that will effectively continue to raise tuition at a rate of up to $300 per year at the CUNY senior colleges. Although I am encouraged by the shift in CUNY’s tuition plan at the community colleges with the proposed one year abeyance, it is important to note that as a student and Chairperson of USS I am unequivocally opposed to any CUNY tuition hikes. I speak for the vast majority when I say that the students are frustrated and disappointed with the Budget Request. Yesterday afternoon, USS voted for the second time this year to adopt a resolution to reject the extension of the Rational Tuition Policy. At the Board’s Budget and Public hearing last week, dozens of CUNY students testified in support of USS’s resolution and called on the Board to reject the extension of tuition hikes. At the hearing last week, Ms. Tameeka Grisby, a student of Brooklyn College, brought her baby to the podium in a stroller. Ms. Grisby graduated from LaGuardia Community College and is now a single mother trying to earn her bachelor’s degree. She has worked several jobs to cover increasing living expenses while attending CUNY, but she testified that “an increase in my tuition would hinder my ability to complete my degree and I will be forced to drop out due to lack of financial support.” I have heard stories like this countless times over the past years; however, the students did not just ask for a tuition freeze, they provided solutions. The students called on Governor Cuomo to sign the Maintenance of Effort bill, called on the State legislature to modernize the State TAP program to meet the needs of students, and called on this Board to actively seek alternative public funding sources for CUNY’s operating and program expenses instead of the proposed continuation of the tuition hike. A budget request is just that, a request. CUNY’s choice to request an extension of tuition hikes instead of requesting for greater state funding, confirms that the University is consenting to inadequate public funding. I have heard some compare CUNY’s tuition rates to those of other institutions in an effort to justify its tuition hikes. In 2010, Trustee Peter Pantaleo employed an effective and simple two-question analysis to inform his decision on tuition increases. The first question was “is it necessary?” and the second question was “is it reasonable?” The first question about the necessity of tuition increases cannot be answered because this Board has yet to request the full amount from the State. It cannot be necessary if CUNY does not ask and get rejected. On the second question, the way to determine reasonableness is to look at comparability, or what other universities and states are doing. The University’s financial position has considerably improved since 2011. In fact, the State has a surplus of over a billion dollars. Across the country, other states have begun investing into their universities and freezing tuition for multiple years. Penn State University has called for a second consecutive tuition freeze for in-state students in 2016-17. The 2015-16 tuition freeze was Penn State’s first in forty-nine years. Tuition at the University of California will remain frozen through the 2016-17 school year. The Iowa State University board of trustees will vote next month on another tuition freeze for the 2016-17 school year for the state’s three public universities. This past September, Missouri Governor Nixon announced an agreement to freeze tuition for Missouri undergraduates for the 2016-17 school year, so I ask this Board to consider my request. CUNY is different and should be leading the calls for a reinvestment in public higher education.

In response to a question from Trustee Una Clarke, Chancellor Milliken stated that during the last session, the Maintenance of Effort provision which was passed unanimously in both houses, is now awaiting determination by Governor Cuomo. CUNY continues to urge his support for that and the University will urge a strong Maintenance of Effort provision in the next cycle as well. He added that this Board is on record for expressing its support, and certainly appreciates her additional support of the Maintenance of Effort provision.

Report of Fiscal Affairs Committee Chair Barry Schwartz:
The Committee on Fiscal Affairs and the Subcommittee on Audit met in a joint session on November 2, 2015. Following the approval of the Committee on Fiscal Affairs action items, the Subcommittee on Audit was convened and after approval of the Subcommittee minutes of the meeting of June 1, 2015, KPMG made a presentation on the FY2015 Audited Financial Statements. After the presentations, the Subcommittee went into Executive Session and met first with KPMG without CUNY management, and subsequently with CUNY management without KPMG.
NO. 4. COMMITTEE ON ACADEMIC POLICY, PROGRAMS AND RESEARCH: RESOLVED, That the following items be approved:

A. HOSTOS COMMUNITY COLLEGE - AS IN FOOD STUDIES

RESOLVED, That the program in Food Studies leading to the Associate in Science at Hostos Community College be approved, effective November 23, 2015, subject to financial ability.

EXPLANATION: Unlike programs in the culinary arts, this AS program offers foundational courses in such public policy topics as food insecurity, nutritional education and healthy food access. This is primarily a transfer program and an articulation agreement has been established with Health Sciences program at Lehman College. Hostos will take full advantage of its proximity to the Hunts Point Food Market, through such opportunities as internships and organizing guest lectures as well as an established farmers’ market on the campus.

B. HUNTER COLLEGE - MS IN APPLIED BEHAVIORAL ANALYSIS:

RESOLVED, That the program in Applied Behavioral Analysis leading to the Master of Science at Hunter College be approved, effective November 23, 2015, subject to financial ability.

EXPLANATION: While Hunter has long provided education and training for individuals interested in working with individuals with autism spectrum disorder, a new licensing requirement for professionals in this field mandated additional and more focused educational preparation. Graduates of the program will be eligible to sit for the national Board Certified Behavior Analyst exam as well as be eligible for NYS licensure.

C. HUNTER COLLEGE - CREATION OF THE DEPARTMENT OF DANCE:

RESOLVED, That the Hunter College Department of Dance shall be established in the School of Arts & Sciences as part of the Division of Humanities & Arts with all of the rights and responsibilities of a department at Hunter College, effective January 29, 2015.

EXPLANATION: The Hunter College Dance Program was established in fall 1970 within the Department of Physical Education. In 1976, it was transferred to the Music Department, where it has been housed to the present. The program will be elevated to the status of a department, offering degrees at the undergraduate and graduate levels, as well as opportunities for non-major undergraduates to take dance courses and pursue a minor. The expansion will include the activation of a previously approved MFA program in Dance that will dramatically increase the visibility of the new department across the world of professional dance in New York City and beyond. The Hunter College Department of Dance will become the first independent dance department at the City University of New York.

Although the Dance Program has operated with substantial autonomy within the Music Department, the scope of the program is appropriate for a freestanding academic department. Dance currently offers two degrees, the BA and the BA/MA. While the MA is in Dance Education, Dance has subject content and advising responsibilities for the Arnhold Graduate Dance Education Program. The advent of the MFA program will add to Dance a third degree.

Student interest in Dance at the undergraduate and graduate levels is strong. The newly renovated Dance studios in Thomas Hunter are busy from early morning through evening with scheduled classes and are used weekends as well by students practicing and preparing for upcoming performances. Dance enrolls more than 1,350 students each academic year, up from about 1,175 in 2010-2011; in that period, the number of majors has increased from 55 to 75-80. The Arnhold Graduate Dance Education Program has grown rapidly and now enrolls more than 60 students, only four years after its initial entering class.
The Arnhold Program has started to produce dance teachers for the city’s public schools where dance has become a vibrant field of study, and it now attracts applicants with significant careers in dance.

Hunter College has made a strong commitment to a robust Dance Department, including a successful national search for a new program head who will become the department chair. In addition, the college has invested in state-of-the-art flooring for the main dance studios in Thomas Hunter, an upgrade that will greatly enhance the quality and safety of students’ dance experience.

D. BRONX COMMUNITY COLLEGE - AA IN ENGLISH:

RESOLVED, That the program in English at Bronx Community College leading to the Associates in Arts be approved, effective November 23, 2015, subject to financial ability.

EXPLANATION: Bronx Community College has long offered literature and writing courses beyond the basic composition level. The College now seeks to package these courses into a transfer degree program. The college believes that connecting students sooner and more directly to the English faculty will increase retention and graduation rates. An articulation agreement has been established with John Jay and others are being explored.

E. BRONX COMMUNITY COLLEGE - AS IN EXERCISE SCIENCE AND KINESIOLOGY:

RESOLVED, That the program in Exercise Science and Kinesiology at Bronx Community College leading to the Associates in Science be approved, effective November 23, 2015, subject to financial ability.

EXPLANATION: This program provides students with the foundation courses needed for careers in the health sciences by educating them on the role that exercise plays in our lives. The coursework will also provide students with the education necessary to earn a personal trainer certification for leading to immediate employment. An articulation with the Health Science program at Lehman College has been established.

F. LEHMAN COLLEGE - BS IN PUBLIC HEALTH:

RESOLVED, That the program in Public Health offered at Lehman College leading to the Bachelor of Science be approved, effective November 23, 2015, subject to financial ability.

EXPLANATION: This undergraduate program in public health will provide students with an understanding of the field of public health from the perspective of the social and behavioral sciences, epidemiology, environmental health, health communication and health care systems and policy. It will provide students with an excellent foundation for entry level employment in public health as well as graduate education in the field.

G. JOHN JAY COLLEGE - RECESSSION OF HONORARY DEGREE:

RESOLVED, That the Board of Trustees hereby rescinds the honorary degree awarded to William Cosby by John Jay College of Criminal Justice at its May 1995 commencement ceremony.

EXPLANATION: By resolution of the Faculty Senate of John Jay College of Criminal Justice, and with the concurrence of President Jeremy Travis, the College requests the Board to rescind the honorary degree previously awarded to William Cosby on the ground that he has engaged in conduct that is contrary to the values of the College and the qualities for which he was honored and that this conduct is not in keeping with the principles of social justice, criminal justice, and human dignity to which the College is devoted. Trustees Valerie Beal, Una Clarke, and Freida Foster voted NO.
Statement of Trustee Valerie Beal:
First of all, I find the actions of Bill Cosby to be deplorable, and my vote against this item is in no way in support of his actions. However, it has been the policy of this University to have governance rules and policies in effect prior to making decisions that may or may not impact one person or any number of people. To my knowledge, this is the first rescission of an honorary degree that this University has done without this Board having passed any policy regarding the rescission of honorary degrees. As the Committee Chair mentioned, certain universities have rescinded, but in my view of that, a number of universities first passed resolutions as to how they would, or would not, handle the rescission of honorary degrees. When I first saw this resolution, I asked that a policy be passed that addresses the rescission of honorary degrees. To move forward on one without having a policy in place as to how the University as a whole should proceed is arbitrary and not consistent with how this University governs itself. So while I understand the concern about Mr. Cosby, I am more concerned with this University being consistent with how its rules and regulations are applied.

Statement of Vice Chairperson Philip Berry:
I support John Jay College Faculty Senate’s request. I feel that there are times when one has to do what they think is right. This is definitely the time to do what is right. Women's lives matter and that is why it is important for this Board to support the Faculty Senate of John Jay College regarding this resolution.

Statement of Trustee Freida Foster:
I am in full agreement with Trustee Beal. I would like to add a quote that she shared, from George Washington University, which also backs up our sentiments. It says, "while we are shocked and disturbed by the allegations against Mr. Cosby, honorary degrees are conferred at a moment in time based on what the university knows about the honoree at that time." It is for that reason as well as the reasons so well-stated by Trustee Beal that I disagree with this motion.

In response to a question from Trustee Clarke, President Travis stated that there is no factual disagreement with Trustee Beal’s observation that this is the first time in the history of the University that there has been a request for rescission of an honorary degree previously awarded. Nevertheless, it is his position, as well as the position of the Faculty Senate at John Jay College, to rescind the honorary degree that previously was awarded in 1995 by the College. The process for awarding honorary degrees, although it ultimately is a decision of this Board, is in the first instance a recommendation by the faculty. So in the case of John Jay College, the practice is that the Faculty Senate makes recommendations to the President for consideration, of individuals in their scholarly contributions or other civic contributions, which is then passed along after review to the Board through the Chancellor. In the case of Mr. Cosby, it is again the Faculty Senate who have recommended to this Board, as they recommended in 1995, that the degree be awarded, and now that the degree be rescinded. This is a recommendation not made lightly after consideration of a record that is now a public record, including admissions by Mr. Cosby that he engaged in behavior that ultimately resulted in the violent sexual assault of women, now numbering fifty, who have come forward. This University is not the first to do this, and not all other universities have policies as to how a matter like this should be considered. Sometimes one must do the right thing as Vice Chairperson Berry mentioned earlier. Other universities that have preceded CUNY in taking similar action include Boston University, Baylor University, Brown University, Fordham University, and Marquette. There is a long list of them that have come to exactly this point, to do something that has not previously been done in most cases by their boards of trustees. So John Jay College is not asking this Board to do something that is not without precedent in other higher education institutions—some of them quite prestigious, nor without guidance or without policy. In this case, Mr. Cosby has been awarded an honorary degree by the University that he has dishonored by his behavior, which has subsequently come to the public’s attention and that he has admitted to under oath in a deposition. So John Jay College asks this Board to withdraw the honor that it awarded Mr. Cosby.

Statement of Trustee Peter Pantaleo:
I share Trustee Clarke's general bewilderment about how this is done in the first place. But my view has been relatively simple. The University gives honorary degrees to people who have achieved something of
distinction in their life, and by honoring them with the distinction, CUNY can confer upon them, basking in their reflective glory for their lifetime of achievement. This is a good thing, a symmetrical granting of honors where a university shares with someone who may have not attended the university, may not have any connection to the university, or with whom the university aspires to be connected with. In an unfortunate circumstance where someone may have acted with distinction in their life, and then acted in a way that brought disgrace upon themselves, the University is left with the situation of wanting to share in their distinction, but seeing no reason why it should stand by and share in the shame. Because of that, irrespective of, and I respect Trustee Beal's position immensely, that it has all of the elements of concern that due process always has. In this context, the University does not need to be that formal. Does CUNY wish to be affiliated in a way, having granted and bestowed, and then allowing to maintain an honor for an individual who has acted in a way that brought disgrace upon themselves and therefore upon the University? CUNY cannot erase the taint of an affiliation with someone with a problem, but the University can certainly stop it by simply saying it was done, and now will be revoking it, and I would support doing so.

NO. 5. COMMITTEE ON FACULTY, STAFF AND ADMINISTRATION: RESOLVED, That the following items be approved:

A. HUNTER COLLEGE - AMENDMENTS TO THE GOVERNANCE PLAN:

RESOLVED, That the proposed amendments to the Hunter College Governance Plan be adopted, effective November 24, 2015.

EXPLANATION: The proposed amendments to the Hunter College Senate's Governance Plan (“the Plan”) update it by reflecting the College's current organizational structures, provide for an additional term for the Senate's Chair and Vice Chair, and redefine the terms of office for representatives to avoid conflicts with student exam periods. The changes were approved by the College’s Senate on May 20, 2015 and are recommended by the College President.

More specifically, the proposed Plan includes the School of Urban Public Health as a department entitled to representation. The Plan recognizes that the Schools of Nursing, Health Professions, and Urban Public Health comprise a division. It further reflects that the SEEK Department was changed into a Program.

The proposed amendments also allow the Chair and Vice Chair of the Senate to serve for four consecutive one-year terms; the current plan allows them to serve for only three such terms.

Finally, the proposed amendments define the term of office for representatives, which is two years, as extending from May of the first year to just prior to the first meeting of the new Senate the following year, in keeping with the calendar approved by the Senate. Linking the term to the Senate calendar rather to a specific date—as the current plan does—will avoid potential conflicts with student exam periods.

CHARTER FOR A GOVERNANCE OF HUNTER COLLEGE
September 1970

ARTICLE I

Section 1

The Hunter College Senate shall be established as the legislative body of the College with authority to determine College policy on all matters not reserved now or hereafter by Education Law or Board of Trustees Bylaws to the President of Hunter College, to other officers or duly constituted bodies of the College or The City University, or the Board of Trustees.
Section 2 (Initial Meeting)

Effective as of the first meeting of the Senate, the present Hunter College Faculty Council is to be considered dissolved and its powers assumed by the College Senate under terms of this Charter.

ARTICLE II

Section 1

As the College legislative agency, the Senate shall have policy-making powers in the following areas:

A. Curriculum and related education matters.
B. Academic requirements and standards of academic standing.
C. College development, review and forward planning of facilities, staff, and fiscal requirements.
D. Instruction and the evaluation of teaching.
E. Safeguarding the academic freedom of ALL members of the Hunter community.
F. Other matters which may be subsequently assigned to the legislative prerogatives of Hunter College.

Section 2

In addition to its legislative powers, the Senate shall have the right to express itself formally as an advisory body in any area it considers important, and to transmit its recommendations to the appropriate authorities.

Section 3

There shall be completed, no later than by the end of the third year, a thorough and impartial review of the composition, structure, and functions of the College Senate by a group empowered to propose, should it so deem necessary, a new version of the governance charter or major revisions thereof in the form of amendments for referendum (Article XIII) and submission to the Board of Trustees, if required. In the meantime, the Senate will use the latitude afforded it under this Charter for continued development of organization and procedures in order to fulfill its mandated functions effectively.

ARTICLE III

Section 1

The Hunter College Senate shall have 100 Senators and Alternates sufficient in number to provide one faculty alternate for each department, being composed of 57% faculty members, 38% students and 5% representatives of the administration, with seats reserved in the following proportions:

44% Professors, Associate Professors, Assistant Professors, and Instructors on full-time appointments.
13% Lecturers (full-time), Lecturers (part-time), Adjunct faculty, and all other part-time members of the teaching faculty who are not also serving in full-time appointments, and non-faculty department member in the title series College Laboratory Technician and Higher Education Officer.
14% Full-time Undergraduate students, other than students in the SEEK Department.
11% Part-time Undergraduate students.
2% Undergraduate students – SEEK Department.
11% Graduate students.
5% Administration.
Section 2

Senators shall have full voting rights in the Senate. Alternates may vote and be counted as part of the quorum only when properly seated according to Senate procedures.

Section 3

Ex officio nonvoting membership shall be extended to:

a. the Presidents of the Hunter College Undergraduate Student Government and the Graduate Student Association;
b. the President of the Hunter College Alumni Association;
c. the Presidents of the Hunter College HEO Forum and the College Laboratory Technician Council;
or designee of any of the preceding.

These members shall have full floor rights but no voting rights; they shall not be eligible to become an officer of the Senate (Article V).

Section 4

The College Senate shall schedule regular nominations and elections (other than the initial one -- see Article X) once a year during the last four weeks of classes in the spring semester; and it shall convene following such elections no later than June 1. The faculty and the student bodies shall be responsible, through duly constituted organizations, for conducting the elections of their respective representatives in accordance with the terms of this Charter.

ARTICLE IV

Section 1

A. Hunter College is an institution organized into schools, divisions, and departments, the structure and titles of which may change as the needs of its students change. It also has an administrative structure and administrative officers which change in title and function as the college develops. Therefore, wherever the Charter refers to a specific administrative officer (e.g. Dean, Registrar, etc.), or academic unit (e.g. department, school, divisions, etc.), or academic position (e.g. instructor, lecturer, etc.), such language should be construed to include any equivalent officer, academic unit, or academic position regardless of the particular language that is currently in use. In all such instances not fixed by the Charter, the equivalencies shall be determined by the Administrative Committee of the Senate and approved by the Senate.

B. For the purposes of the Charter, the following equivalencies shall apply:

   (i) The word "department" shall mean any unit of the college which elects members to its Personnel & Budget Committee, and shall include as well the School of Nursing, School of Health Sciences, School of Social Work and the Library. In addition, for the purposes of Article IV, Student Services shall be included as a department.

   The word "department" shall mean any unit of the college that elects members to its Personnel & Budget Committee, and shall include as well the School of Nursing, School of Urban Public Health, School of Social Work and the Library. In addition, for the purposes of Article IV, Student Services shall be included as a department.

   (ii) The word "division" shall mean any unit of the college which has a P & B Committee consisting of representatives of more than one department but fewer than all the departments. They include Humanities and the Arts, Sciences and Mathematics, and Social Sciences (which form the School of Arts and Sciences), School of Education, Schools of Health Professions.
The word "division" shall mean any unit of the college that has a P & B Committee consisting of representatives of more than one department but fewer than all the departments. They include Humanities and the Arts, Sciences and Mathematics, and Social Sciences (which form the School of Arts and Sciences), School of Education. Together, the Schools of Nursing, Health Professions, and Urban Public Health comprise a division.

Section 2

A. The 44 Senate seats reserved for representatives in the ranks of Professor, Associate Professor, Assistant Professor, and Instructor on full-time appointments shall be filled as follows:

(i) All departments shall be rank-ordered by the number of such faculty in the department. Each department shall be allocated 1 seat, and the remaining seats shall be allocated by assigning one additional seat to each department from the top of the list down, until the available number is exhausted.

(ii) Each department will fill its allocated seats by nominations from and elections by its faculty members in the ranks of Professor, Associate Professor, Assistant Professor, and Instructor on full-time appointments.

B. The 13 Senate seats reserved for representatives in the ranks of Lecturer (full-time), Lecturer (part-time), Adjunct faculty, any other part-time members of the teaching faculty who are not also serving in full-time appointments, and department members in the title series College Laboratory Technician and Higher Education Officer shall be filled as follows:

(i) One seat shall be reserved for Student Services, and shall be filled by nomination and election among the department members in these ranks.

(ii) In each of the departments that include members in these ranks, the latter shall make nomination for, and elect from among their number, one nominee for one of the 12 remaining Senate seats.

(iii) The remaining 12 seats shall then be filled by an at-large election from among the nominees selected according to paragraph B (ii) above. In this election, votes shall be cast only by the members of the departments to which B (ii) applies who are in the ranks of Lecturer (full-time), Lecturer (part-time), Adjunct faculty, any other part-time members of the teaching faculty who are not also serving in full-time appointments, or department members in the title series College Laboratory Technician and Higher Education Officer.

C. The 14 Senate seats reserved for Full-time undergraduate students, other than students in the SEEK Department Program, shall be filled as follows:

(i) Of these seats, 9 shall be reserved for Full-time department majors. Toward their election, each department will elect, from nominations made within its own ranks, 1 nominee for these seats. All Full-time Seniors, Juniors, and Sophomores who have declared their major will elect the required number of representatives by an at-large vote among these nominees.

(ii) The remaining 5 Senate seats shall be reserved for Full-time Freshmen and Sophomores who have not as yet declared their major. Candidacy at-large shall be declared by filing a petition meeting the requirements established by the Senate. From the pool of such candidates, the Full-time Freshmen and non-major Sophomores will elect the required number of representatives by an at-large election.

D. The 11 Senate seats reserved for Part-time undergraduate students shall be filled as follows:

Candidacy at-large shall be declared by filing a petition meeting the requirements established by the Senate. From the pool of such candidates, the Part-time undergraduate students will elect the required number of representatives by an at-large election.
E. The 11 Senate seats reserved for graduate students shall be filled as follows:

(i) 6 seats shall be filled by graduate students matriculated in programs offered in the various divisions (as defined in Article IV.1.B.ii) and the School of Social Work; one seat to each division and the School of Social Work.

(ii) There shall be 4 representatives who are matriculated graduate students and are elected by the matriculated graduate students in an at-large election.

(iii) There shall also be 1 non-matriculated graduate student representatives, elected by the non-matriculated graduate students in an at-large election.

F. Two Senate seats shall be filled by nominations and elections from among and by the students in the SEEK Department.

G. 5 representatives of the administration, one of who shall be in the title series HEO or CLT, shall be appointed by the President of Hunter College.

H. (i) A Senate seat reserved for faculty members with specific rank, or other qualifications (as outlined in Article IV, Sections 2A and B), that remains vacant after the elections scheduled for such seats, shall be filled for the remainder of the regular term by a faculty election conducted by a process approved by the Senate.

(ii) A Senate seat reserved for students with specific major-non-major, graduate-undergraduate or other qualifications (as outlined in Article IV, Sections C, D, E, and F) that remains vacant after the elections scheduled for such seats, shall be filled for the remainder of the regular term by a student election conducted by a process approved by the Senate.

Section 3

Each department shall be allocated one seat for a faculty alternate. The faculty alternates shall be elected in accordance with the specified nomination and election procedures of Article IV. The student alternates shall be elected by a process approved by the Senate. The administration alternates shall be appointed by the President.

Section 4

For each of the constituencies, defined by the election procedures of Article IV, Section 2, the eligibility to serve and the right to vote shall be based on the same qualifications:

A. For every such category, eligibility to be nominated or elected to the Senate, or to vote in Senate elections, shall require one full semester of service in the specified rank, position, and/or status preceding the semester in which such nominations are made or the elections take place.

B. Students shall be in good standing. Graduate students shall have completed at least 3 hours of credit. Part-time Undergraduate students shall have completed at least 6 hours of credit.

C. Those holding appointment to the instructional staff while enrolled in a graduate program at Hunter College under conditions that make them eligible to stand for election to the Senate and to vote in Senate elections as graduate students shall not be eligible for nominations or election to the senate or to vote in Senate elections as faculty members. If ineligible as graduate students, enrollment in graduate courses shall not affect eligibility as faculty members.

Section 5

In College-wide referenda and other votes conducted among all members of the instructional staff combined, a ballot cast by a faculty member in the rank of Professor, Associate Professor, Assistant Profes-
sor, Instructor, or Lecturer (full-time) on full-time annual appointment, or cast by department members in
the title series College Laboratory Technician and Higher Education Officer, shall be tallied as a full vote.
A ballot cast by a faculty member in the ranks of Lecturer (part-time), Adjunct Lecturer, or any other part-
time member of the teaching faculty not also serving on a full-time appointment shall be tallied as a half
vote.

Section 6

Certification as to class, status, and standing of students shall be made by the Registrar. Certification as
to rank, position, and status of faculty shall be made by the Chief Academic Officer. Appointed repre-
sentatives of the administration shall be certified to the Senate by name and administrative title.

ARTICLE V

Section 1

At each of its first annual meetings following the new elections, the Senate shall elect from among its
voting members a Chair, a Vice-Chair, a Secretary, and such other officers as it deems necessary. Their
term of office shall be one year, and the Chair and Vice-Chair shall not serve in their respective offices for
more than three-four consecutive terms.

Section 2

The Chair may, if he or she so desires, appoint a recording secretary with the responsibility for preparing
the minutes and keeping the papers of the Senate in order.

Section 3

The Chair, Vice Chair, and Secretary of the Senate, together with the Chair of the Evening Council
(Article VIII. Section 16) shall constitute the Administrative Committee of the Sen ate. The Chair of the
Senate shall be the Chair of this Committee which will:

A. Prepare the agenda for regular and special meetings, causing it to be published in the College no
less than 10 days before the meeting.

B. Be responsible for having prepared an Administrative Report, presenting the recommendations of the
various Senate Committees that are considered routine, this report to be distributed to the repre-
sentatives 10 days in advance of the meeting. Unless exceptions are taken, this Report will be han-
dled as a single item on the Agenda.

C. Assure continuity of the Senate's business between meetings.

ARTICLE VI

Section 1

The regular term of office for representatives shall be 2 years, extending from May 15 of the first year to
May 14 of the second year. From the members, elected in the initial election, however, one-half shall be
selected by lot in each category to serve a single year only. Hence, in the future, one-half of the Senate
seats will be filled by the annual elections. Unexpired terms shall be filled at the next scheduled elec-
tions.

The regular term of office for representatives shall be 2 years, extending from May of the first year to just
prior to the first meeting of the new Senate the following year, in keeping with the calendar approved by
the Senate. From the members, elected in the initial election, however, one-half shall be selected by lot in
each category to serve a single year only. Hence, in the future, one-half of the Senate seats will be filled
by the annual elections. Unexpired terms shall be filled at the next scheduled elections.
Section 2

A vote for recall of a representative may be petitioned either by one-half or by 20 members of the representative's constituency, whichever is smaller. For this purpose, the constituency shall be defined as consisting of no less than the number of votes cast in the election of the representative. Seats vacated by recall shall be filled at the time of the next election for whatever portion may remain of the unexpired term.

ARTICLE VII

Section 1

The Senate shall be empowered to regulate the conduct of its business, including the establishment of a schedule for regular meetings and procedures for calling special meetings. The calendar of regular meetings shall be established sufficiently far in advance to permit its publication in the Registrar's annual College Calendar. The Senate shall develop practical election provisions with a view towards keeping itself as nearly as possible at full strength. It shall have the right to extend the mandated committee structure (Article VIII) by establishing additional standing, special or ad-hoc Committees; and it shall set its own rules of procedure and operation, being governed until it does so by Robert's Rules of Order, latest edition.

Section 2

The regular meetings of the Senate shall be open to all members of the Hunter College community, and all of such members shall have the right to be recognized under procedures to be established by the Senate.

Section 3

A quorum of the Senate and its Committees shall consist of no less than one-half of their voting membership plus one, unless otherwise prescribed in this Charter or specified under procedures established by the Senate.

ARTICLE VIII

Section 1

A. All committees of the Senate shall preserve the spirit of equity regarding sessional, divisional, and other representation of students and faculty, and in the scheduling of meetings. Committee membership shall be open to all members of the faculty and to all students who are eligible for membership on the Senate. They shall be elected by the Senate from among nominations made by a Nominating Committee (Article IX) and/or nominations from the floor.

B. When a committee vacancy cannot be filled with a faculty member or student with specified qualifications that vacancy shall be first reported to the Senate and then may be filled by a faculty member or student, respectively, without regard to the qualification specified.

C. Senate committees report to the Senate

D. Alternate members on committees may only vote and be counted in the quorum when regular members are absent.

Section 2

In reorganizations of the Hunter College administration, Academic Administrators designated to serve ex-officio on standing committees of the Senate shall have responsibility, as nearly as possible, for the same functions as those who are currently designated to serve in such capacity.
Section 3

In the exercise of its responsibility for the design and modification of Hunter College curricula the Senate shall establish two Committees on Course of Study, one graduate and one undergraduate. These committees shall be constituted as follows:

A. The Graduate Course of Study and Academic Requirements Committee

Six faculty members who teach in the graduate program, at least one faculty member from each of the divisions (as defined in Article IV.1.B.ii); 2 graduate students and 2 graduate student alternates; and serving without vote the Deans of the divisions and/or schools including the Dean of the School of Arts and Sciences, the Chief Academic Officer or designee, and the Chief Librarian or designee.

B. The Undergraduate Course of Study Committee

One faculty representative from each of the divisions (as defined in Article IV.1.B.ii) and two from the divisions serving at-large; 3 students and 3 student alternates; and, serving without vote, the Chief Academic Officer or designee, the Deans of the divisions and/or schools including the Dean of the School of Arts and Sciences, the Director of Evening Student Services, and the Chief Librarian or designee.

C. Both of these Committees shall be chaired by faculty members, elected by the voting members of the Committee.

D. There shall also be Committees on Curriculum in the School of Arts and Sciences, the Division of the Schools of Health Professions, and the School of Education. These committees shall be composed of the dean (with vote) and one faculty member from each department in the school or division, elected by the department as it may decree in its By-laws (see Article XI), and 3 students and 3 student alternates. The School of Arts and Sciences Curriculum Committee shall also include one faculty and one student representative from two of the inter-disciplinary programs. These Committees shall review proposals initiated by departments or programs or may initiate their own proposals for programs or curriculum changes, submitting such proposals for consideration to the appropriate Senate Committee on Course of Study.

In the area of undergraduate curriculum, the Curriculum Committees shall have the right to act on curriculum proposals, in accordance with the Procedures for Preparing and Submitting Curriculum Proposals for College Approval approved by the Hunter College Senate. Decisions by these Committees may be appealed by the departments or programs to the Senate Committee on Undergraduate Course of Study. Matters on which appeals are pending shall not be forwarded to the Senate, and a two-thirds majority of the Senate Committee members present and voting shall be required to override such divisional decisions.

Section 4

A. The Undergraduate Course of Study Committee shall have oversight authority on all undergraduate curricular matters. It shall also concern itself through study and research with policies relating to the undergraduate curricular organizations. All proposals pertaining to:

(i) Basic Prescriptions.
(ii) New Majors.
(iii) New Minors.
(iv) Credit and Major or Minor concentrations.
(v) Degree Requirements.
(vi) Interdisciplinary Program.
(vii) Experimental courses

shall be submitted to the Undergraduate Course of Study Committee for action.
Final decision on all curricular matters is to be made by the College Senate, except in cases where final authority is vested in the Undergraduate Course of Study Committee by the Senate.

B. The Graduate Course of Study and Academic Requirements Committee shall review all Master's Programs and graduate courses to be listed in the Hunter College Bulletin on graduate studies, whether on the Master's or the Doctoral level. Its functions shall also include the review and coordination of graduate academic requirements, the formulation of policy, for adoption by the Senate, regarding the methods of grading, admissions, attendance, withdrawal, maintenance of academic standards, accreditation of work done at other institutions. The Director of Admissions, Vice President for Student Affairs (or designee), and other resource persons as deemed necessary, are requested to attend all meetings of the committee concerning graduate academic requirements as non-voting members.

Section 5

There shall be a Committee on Undergraduate Academic Requirements consisting of one faculty member from each of the divisions (as defined in IV.1.B.ii), and two faculty from the divisions serving at-large; 3 students and 3 student alternates. The Dean of Students, the Chief Academic Officer or designee, the Assistant Dean for Advising and Counseling, the Director of Evening Student Services, and the Registrar shall serve without vote. The Chair shall be a faculty member elected by the voting membership of the Committee. Its functions shall include the formulation of policy regarding methods of grading, requirements of student attendance, regulations relating to withdrawal from courses, and admissions not specified by Board of Trustees By-laws.

Section 6

There shall be a Committee on Student Standing, consisting of 5 faculty members including a representative from the SEEK Department. The Dean of Students or designee, the Director of Evening Student Services, and the Assistant Dean for Advising and Counseling shall serve without vote. The Chair of the Committee shall be elected by its voting membership. The Committee shall be responsible for the evaluation of student records, for recommending to the Senate the award of degrees to qualified students, and for formulating policy, for adoption by the Senate, on the retention of students and the maintenance of academic standards.

Section 7

In order to insure effectiveness, compatible procedures and comparable standards in the evaluation of teaching and teachers by the students throughout the departments (Article XI), and to assure the formal consideration of the results of such appraisals in the professional evaluation of members of the teaching faculty, the Senate shall establish a Committee on Evaluation of Teaching. This Committee will, among other things, be responsible for: the preparation of standard guides for an evaluation questionnaire to provide opportunities, under its supervision, for some departmental variation in the details of the evaluation procedure; continuing review of the scope, validity, content, and efficacy of the questionnaires actually utilized; and the compilation, analysis, and publication of the data produced by such questionnaires in order to facilitate widespread understanding of the purposes and results of the evaluation procedure.

The Senate Committee on Evaluation of Teaching will consist of 12 members, all with vote: 7 students and 5 faculty members. If a student has been elected to the Administrative Committee of the Senate, that student will serve as a committee member, and chair the committee.

Section 8

There shall be established a Master Plan Committee of the Senate, consisting of one faculty member from each division (as defined in IV.1.B.ii), and the School of Social Work; 3 students and 3 student alternates, and a Chair, elected by the Senate without constraint as to category. In addition, the Chief Academic Officer and the Vice President for Administration or their designees shall serve as non-voting
members. This Committee will be the general College development planning group, concerning itself with
the priorities that affect long term projections as regards programs and facilities. It will make policy
recommendations on these matters for adoption by the Senate, and it will be responsible for drafting the
annual revision of the Hunter College portion in the CUNY Master Plan, submitting such draft for approval
to the Senate.

Section 9

The Senate shall establish a **Committee on the Budget**, consisting of one faculty member from each
division (as defined in IV.1.B.ii) and the School of Social Work; the Director of SEEK; 2 students and 2
student alternates; and a Chair elected by the Senate without constraint as to category. The Chief
Academic Officer, the Vice President for Administration and designee will serve ex-officio without vote.

The Committee on the Budget shall annually develop the guidelines which, on review by the Senate and
approved by the President of Hunter College, will be followed by the departments in the preparation of
their projected budgets. It will review the resulting consolidated annual budget of the College and report
on it to the Senate.

In addition, it will advise the President, at the latter's discretion, on the apportionment of instructional
resources, budget, and space allocated to the College.

Section 10

The Senate shall establish a **Committee on Grade Appeals**, consisting of 4 faculty members, and 3 stu-
dents and 3 student alternates. The Committee on Grade Appeals will consider grade appeals in which
the student or faculty member involved takes exception to the decision of the Departmental Grade
Appeals Committee. The Committee on Grade Appeals shall establish guidelines for procedures to be
followed in its review of grade appeals and will report its decisions in each case to the parties concerned,
the Department Chair, and to the Registrar. The decision of the Grade Appeals Committee is final.

The Committee shall also make an annual statistical report to the Senate.

Section 11

The Senate shall establish a **Committee on the Calendar**, consisting of one faculty member from each
of the divisions (as defined in IV.1.B.ii), and 2 students and 2 student alternates. The Dean of Students
or designee, the Director of Evening Student Services, the Registrar, and the Director of Financial Aid
shall serve without vote. The Committee on the Calendar will make recommendations on the College
Calendar, and, in consultation with the Faculty Personnel & Budget Committee, on the Bell Schedule.
The Committee will also evaluate existing registration procedures and make recommendations regarding
changes in registration procedures.

Section 12

There shall be a **Committee on Departmental Governance**, consisting of one faculty member from each
division (as defined in IV.1.B.ii), 2 students and 2 student alternates, and one member of the admini-
stration (all with vote). The Committee on Departmental Governance shall: (a) make recommendations to
the Senate on standards for Departmental By-laws; (b) review Departmental By-laws and Amendments
approved by departments and make recommendations for Senate action; (c) make recommendations to
the Senate on alleged infractions of Departmental By-laws.

Section 13

**Administrative Search Committees** shall be constituted for all administrators (full deans and above)
who, because of the nature of their policy making, have a significant impact on academic affairs and on
the rights and welfare of the students and the faculty. The proceedings of search committees shall be
confidential.
Different search committee staffing procedures may be appropriate for administrators who have college-wide impact and those who affect primarily only their divisions (as defined in IV.1.B.ii). In any procedure adopted, the Senate shall be responsible for nominating the panel of search committee candidates and search committee Chairs from whom the College President or the CUNY Board of Trustees, as appropriate, will select the search committee and the search committee Chair. This section shall be read consistent with applicable CUNY Board of Trustees policy on presidential search committees.

The search committee shall have the responsibility of nominating candidates for administrative positions to the College President who shall have the final authority to make recommendations to the CUNY Board of Trustees.

Section 14

The Senate shall establish a **Committee on Charter Review**, consisting of one faculty member from each division (as defined in IV.1.B.ii); 3 students and 3 student alternates; one member of the Administration to be designated by the President who shall serve ex-officio; and a Chair elected by the Senate.

The Committee shall be empowered to review the composition, structure and functions of the Hunter College Senate and to propose to the Senate amendments to the Governance Plan in accordance with the provisions of Article XIII, Section 2.

Section 15

The Senate shall establish a **Committee on Computing and Technology**, consisting of one faculty member from each of the divisions (as defined in IV.1.B.ii), the School of Social Work, the Library, and one faculty member at-large who conducts research that depends on computers and who complements and diversifies the knowledge base of the committee; and 2 students and 2 student alternates. Two members of the staff, the Director of ICIT, and the Provost (or designee) shall serve without vote.

The committee shall both propose and review computing technology plans and strategies as they impact on the instructional, research, and administrative functions at the College. The committee will consult with all affected communities before issuing proposals or review documents. Goals of this committee would include using technology to improve all aspects of the College functioning in a manner which enhances productivity for all members of the College community and spreads both the benefits and costs of these technologies equitably among the members of the community.

Specifically, this committee shall be asked to address strategies to assure appropriate hardware and software access for students, faculty, and staff including part-time faculty and staff both on campus and remote locations; the use of computing to enhance the instructional mission of the College; the means to provide computer-based student services and administrative functions; allocations and expenditures of college resources intended for computing and technology; college efforts to obtain external resources for enhancing the college's capabilities in the area.

Section 16

The Senate shall establish an **Evening Council**, consisting of one faculty member from each of the divisions (as defined in Article IV. 1. B. ii) and two faculty members from the divisions serving at-large who teach a course(s) in the evening; one faculty member from the Library; 2 students and 2 student alternates who take a course(s) in the evening; and a Chair elected by the Senate. In addition the Director of Evening Student Services, the Registrar, the Director of Admissions, the Director of Financial Aid, and the Evening Affairs Commissioner of the Undergraduate Student Government, shall serve ex-officio without vote.
The Evening Council shall have the following responsibilities:

A. To develop and recommend to the President of Hunter College required improvements in the supporting services (library, business office, registrar, etc.) during the evening hours.

B. To provide the Administrative Committee of the College Senate with agenda items of concern to the Evening Council that are not the responsibility of other Senate committees.

C. To identify, review, and give focus to matters of interest to the evening students and faculty, with the right to express itself as an advisory body on these matters and to transmit its recommendations to the cognizant authorities.

Section 17

The Senate shall establish a Committee on the Library, consisting of one faculty member from each of the divisions (as defined in Article IV. 1. B. ii), the School of Social Work, Main Library, Branch Library, 2 students and two student alternates, and the Chief Librarian who shall serve ex-officio without vote.

The Committee shall function in an advisory capacity to the Chief Librarian and as a liaison between the Library and the College community. It shall encourage periodic review of immediate and long-term needs of the Library and library needs of individual departments and disciplines. The committee shall review an annual summary of the status of library resources and services to be provided by the Chief Librarian, and report on it to the Senate in the Fall semester.

ARTICLE IX

The Founding of the Hunter College Senate in 1970

Section 1

It shall be the responsibility of the President of Hunter College to set the place and time of the first election within thirty days of the ratification (Article XIV) of this Charter, to convene the newly elected Senate for its first meeting, and to function as its Chair until the first slate of officers has been elected.

Section 2

The next order of business shall be the review and adoption of the Evening Session Council By-laws and the seating of the student representatives at-large, elected by the electoral college of Evening Session Council student members, provided such elections are found to have taken place in consonance with the approved By-laws.

Section 3

The Senate shall then proceed with the election of a Nominating Committee, so that nominations for membership on the standing committees can be made. This committee shall be composed of 4 faculty representatives, 4 student representatives, and one Chair without vote. Ties shall be reported to the Senate.

ARTICLE X

Nothing in the terms of this Charter shall be construed to prevent the continuation, or the establishment in the future, of student government and faculty organizations under instruments of governance which do not arrogate onto such bodies the exercise of functions properly mandated by this Charter to the College Senate, or anybody or committee thereof.
ARTICLE XI

Section 1

It shall be the responsibility of individual departments to devise, to change as required, and – after approval by the Senate – to publish their own Bylaws, providing for a departmental policy committee or committees, a Committee on the Evaluation of Teaching, and such other committees as College and Board of Trustee By-laws may require or departmental preference may indicate.

Section 2

It is the intent that departments, given the differences in their size and variations in their programs, shall have and exercise substantial latitude in devising their policy making structures, provided that they assure by representation and schedule opportunity for participation of day, evening, and graduate students and faculty. Large departments may find it expedient to have separate departmental policy committees for undergraduate and graduate sessions, capped by an appropriate arrangement for coordination between them. Departmental policy bodies shall include equal numbers of voting faculty and student members, and there shall be one among them whose duties include that of reviewing the adequacy of departmental governance and to initiate proposals for change if deemed necessary.

Departmental By-laws shall also provide for the review of curriculum proposals. In small departments, this may be assigned as one of its duties to the Departmental Policy Committee. In larger departments, a distinct curriculum committee, or even separate committees on the graduate and the undergraduate curriculum, may be specified.

Section 3

An important departmental function is the evaluation of faculty course work, to be governed by the following basic considerations:

A. Student evaluation of faculty teaching and course handling is to be a significant factor in the professional appraisal of faculty performance for purposes of reappointment, promotion, and tenure.

B. Student evaluations of faculty should be made routinely each semester in all college courses.

C. A standing Departmental Committee on the Evaluation of Teaching, composed almost entirely of student majors in the Department but including a single faculty member with an alternate to insure faculty/student liaison within the Department, shall be responsible for the distribution of the questionnaire and the management of the evaluation in each department. Its purview is to extend to all matters of administration and interpretation of the adopted teacher evaluation procedures.

D. Each semester’s questionnaire results are to be submitted to the Department Chair by the Chair of the Committee on Evaluation of Teachers for use in the duly constituted procedures of professional appraisal.

E. There is also to be a faculty evaluation of course handling, based on observation and interview of all faculty members in the Department.

F. As to non-tenured faculty:

   (i) A strongly negative student questionnaire response for a faculty member for a semester is to be the basis for discussion of the results by the Chair of the department or a designee with the faculty member before reappointment for a second year.

   (ii) Strongly negative student questionnaire responses for a faculty member for 5 successive semesters are to be a strongly presumptive basis for a departmental recommendation of non-reappointment of this faculty member. Such a questionnaire response record shall be the basis
for a detailed review of a faculty member’s prospect for further appointment by the department after consultation with the department Teaching Evaluation Committee and the faculty member.

If after such consultation the Department Personnel & Budget Committee concludes that the questionnaire responses are a valid reflection of the level of classroom competence of the faculty member, it will not recommend reappointment. If a department decides to recommend the reappointment of a faculty member with such a negative response record, the department Student Evaluation Committee shall have the right immediately to appeal this recommendation to the appropriate Dean and if necessary to the President. Pending the outcome of such appeals, any action to reappoint will be held in abeyance.

(iii) The same procedures are to be applied to untenured faculty who are being considered for reappointment with tenure.

(iv) Strongly positive questionnaire responses for a faculty member during the time periods indicated in F. (i) and (ii) above, shall be a strongly presumptive basis for reappointment of the faculty member; such reappointment may be denied by the department if it concludes that the faculty member is not demonstrating prospects of achieving professional growth within the discipline.

(v) Reappointment with tenure shall also be based on other required and significant criteria of professional accomplishments and standing.

G. As to tenured faculty:

Strongly negative student questionnaire responses for a faculty member for 5 successive semesters can be assumed to have given ample opportunity for the kind of reviews, spelled out in the preceding paragraphs of this Article.

They shall therefore be taken as a strongly presumptive basis for a departmental recommendation that the faculty member: (1) either be assigned to non-teaching duties he or she is demonstrably competent to perform; or (2) be brought up on charges of incompetence, with due recognition of all rights under law under applicable collectively negotiated contracts.

Section 4

1. **The Procedure for Promotion to Full Professor** will begin with nominations and requests for consideration for promotion to full professor being directed to the President of Hunter College by the date announced by the President’s Office. This date will be included in the Schedule of Promotions for Full Professors disseminated each year by the Provost’s office to deans and department chairs. Nominations may be made by the Department Chair, the Department P&B, or any Full Professor. Copies of the nomination or request for consideration will be directed also to the Provost, the Dean of the candidate’s respective school or division, and the Chairperson of his or her respective department.

2. When the chair of a department is a candidate for promotion to full professor, all of the chair’s duties in the promotion process for all candidates for promotion to full professor shall be assumed by a chair pro tem. This includes having voice and vote on the departmental P&B, the appropriate divisional or school P&B, and the college-wide FP&B when such bodies consider the issue of promotion to full professor. For the purposes of this section, the Ancillary Units (including the Library), shall be regarded as a division, the FP&B Subcommittee on Personnel in Ancillary Units as the divisional P&B, and the chair of the Subcommittee on Personnel in Ancillary Units as the divisional dean. The chair will have neither voice nor vote on any P&B when it considers any aspect of the process for promotion to full professor. The chair pro tem shall be elected at the first departmental meeting after the deadline date announced by the President for receiving nominations and requests for consideration for promotion to full professor. The chair pro tem will be elected by the full time faculty of the department who would ordinarily be eligible to vote for department chair, and will need a majority vote of all such members of the department for election. Hereafter references to the chair will be
understood to apply either to the department chair, if that person is not a candidate for promotion to full professor, or to the chair pro tem.

3. The departmental committee will be responsible for reviewing the files, scholarship materials, and letters of outside evaluation for all the candidates for promotion to full professor within the department and to make a recommendation as to whether the candidate should be endorsed for promotion.

4. The departmental committee shall compile the list of external evaluators. Although the candidate shall be invited to submit names for this list, the final determination of who shall be contacted is the responsibility of the departmental committee and the department Chair.

5. The Chair of the candidate's department shall on behalf of the departmental committee perform such administrative tasks as contacting outside evaluators, sending them the candidates' appropriate materials, receiving the evaluations, and transmitting them to the departmental committee. The Chair shall write the Chair's report summarizing the candidate's record.

6. The departmental committee shall make its recommendation to the respective school or divisional Personnel and Budget Committee via the office of the respective Dean. The candidate will be informed of the recommendation and, if negative, may elect to withdraw or to continue in the process.

7. The responsibilities of the Dean shall include, but not be limited to, scheduling meetings of the respective personnel and budget committee; scheduling interviews with candidates and the respective personnel and budget committee; duplicating the candidates' curriculum vitae, external evaluations, and any other pertinent materials; maintaining the files on the candidate; and placing candidates' publications in the Archives.

8. The appropriate divisional or school personnel and budget committee shall review all supporting documents for the candidate's promotion. An interview before this committee may be requested by the candidate or the committee. Refusal to meet with the committee shall not be prejudicial to the candidate. However, the committee shall not refuse to meet with the candidate once such a meeting is requested in writing by the candidate. The committee may ask any member of the faculty to serve as a resource in gathering pertinent information on the candidate's relevant discipline, including members from the candidate's department and/or school or division.

9. The appropriate divisional or school personnel and budget committee will judge whether to recommend or not recommend each candidate falling within its purview. The committee will vote by secret ballot and minutes of the meeting shall be kept pursuant to Robert's Rules, newly revised. All affirmative recommendations must be by a majority of the committee. The Dean shall transmit a report of the committee's recommendations to the President's and Provost's Offices indicating those candidates recommended and those candidates not recommended. Each candidate will be informed of the recommendation and, if negative, may elect to withdraw or to continue in the process.

10. The Deans of each School or Division shall transmit to the President, Provost, and the Office of Personnel for duplication and distribution the curriculum vitae, chair's report, teaching evaluations, and external evaluations for each candidate. All members of the FP&B shall receive copies of the curriculum vitae, chair's report, and teaching evaluations. The Deans shall receive copies of the external evaluations for all candidates and shall make them available to members of the FP&B for review. The Deans shall place all other documents, including publications, in the Archives.

11. The President shall send a report of the recommendations to all members of the FP&B prior to the meeting designated to consider promotions to full professor. At that meeting, members of the FP&B shall deliberate and vote on the FP&B recommendation to the President concerning which candidates should be recommended to the Board of Trustees for promotion.

12. The President shall review the recommendations of the FP&B and notify the candidates, in writing, who the President will recommend to the CUNY Board of Trustees for promotion to full professor.
The President also has the authority to make an independent recommendation for promotion after consultation with the appropriate departmental P&B Committee and with the FP&B.

13. The President shall notify in writing those candidates who will not be recommended to the Board of Trustees for promotion. After receipt of this notification, candidates not recommended for promotion to full professor may appeal, writing directly to the President.

ARTICLE XII

Section 1

The College shall establish the office of Hunter College Ombudsman, providing a full-time secretary and such assistants as the incumbent may choose to staff the operation.

Section 2

Any member of the College community, eligible to serve on the Senate, may be nominated or may nominate herself or himself for the position of Hunter College Ombudsman. Such nominations shall be addressed to the Nominations Committee of the Senate which may make its own nominations as well as soliciting them from the floor of the Senate. Each candidate shall be voted on individually by a for-or-against vote, the appointment going to the candidate with the highest plurality of for-votes, provided their number exceeds two-thirds of the number of representatives present and voting.

Section 3

The appointment shall be for a term of three years, removal from office to occur only as a result of disability.

Section 4

The Hunter College Ombudsman shall consider complaints and grievances that are brought by any member of the College community, concerning a condition or problem in the College, may investigate the conditions giving rise to such complaints and may refer cases to others when the usual appeals procedures seem adequate. The Ombudsman will undertake independent investigations, in general, only if the usual procedures have proved inadequate or have been exhausted, and shall be empowered to recommend action to any officer or to any committee or organization of the College. The Ombudsman shall from time to time report on his or her work to the Hunter College Senate; and may otherwise publicize the results of investigations.

Section 5

The Ombudsman shall be responsible for causing an impartial review to be conducted of the structure and the functioning of the College Senate at the end of two years of operation, with a view to recommending such changes in structure, functions, operations, by-laws and the like as this review of Senate experience may indicate.

ARTICLE XIII

Section 1

Amendments to the Charter may be proposed for referendum by a three-fourth majority of the Senate members present and voting at any meeting, regular or special, provided that the text of the proposed amendment has been submitted in writing to the Senate membership no less than ten days prior to such meeting. To be approved, amendments shall require a majority vote in each constituency, faculty and students, with no less than 30% of each voting.
Petition for amendment may be filed either by 20% of the Senate membership or by 10% of either the student or the faculty voting constituency.

Section 2

This section is an amendment to Section 1 of Article XIII and, preserving the spirit of equity regarding sessional representation of students and faculty, governs the possible amendment of all articles of the Charter except the total percentages of the faculty, student, and administration representation as set forth in Article III, Section 1.

A. An amendment may be proposed by the Charter Review Committee or by written petition to the Administrative Committee bearing the signatures of not less than 20% of the Senate members or 200 members of the Hunter College community.

B. Upon receipt, the Administrative Committee will schedule as the first order of business, a First Reading of the proposed amendment, not later than the second regular meeting following its submission date, for discussion without vote.

C. A Second Reading will take place at the next Senate meeting, at least 27 days later, the complete text having been mailed to all Senate members and to the chief officer of the faculty organizations and the student governments. At such meeting, the proposed Amendment shall be subject to amendment from the floor by a 3/4 vote of those present and voting. After debate on the proposed Amendment as submitted and amended, the Amendment will be formally proposed if it receives a 3/4 vote of all those present.

D. A Third Reading will be the first order of business after the election of Senate Officers at the first meeting of the Senate after the 14th of May (Article VI. Section 1). Approval by written ballot by 3/4 of all those present shall constitute adoption, which shall be certified by the Chairperson to the President.

ARTICLE XIV

Ratification of this Charter will be completed when it has been:

A. Accepted by a majority of all students and a majority of the instructional staff of Hunter College; provided that at least 30% of each constituency votes.

B. Recommended by the President of Hunter College to the Board of Higher Education.

C. Approved by the Board of Higher Education.

**********

AMENDMENTS:

1979: ARTICLE XIV Section 2
1980: ARTICLE VIII Sections 10, 11
1981: ARTICLE III Section 1; ARTICLE IV Section 1. C (ii), E (i), H (i), (ii); ARTICLE VIII Section 8. A, B, Section 12
1985 ARTICLE VIII Section 5; Elimination of Sexist Language: ARTICLE IV Section 1. (iii), Section 2. C; ARTICLE V Sections 1, 2, 3; ARTICLE VIII Sections 3, 4, 6, 7, 10; ARTICLE X Sections 1, 3; ARTICLE XII Section 3. D, F (i), F (ii), F (iv), 3. G; ARTICLE XIII Sections 2, 4.
B. QUEENS COLLEGE - NAMING OF THE CLAUDE V. PALISCA COLLABORATIVE RESEARCH AND STUDY AREA:

RESOLVED, That the Board of Trustees of The City University of New York approve the naming of the “Claude V. Palisca Collaborative Research and Study Area” located in the Music Library at Queens College.

EXPLANATION: Dr. Palisca, who graduated from Queens College in 1943, was the Henry L. and Lucy G. Moses Professor Emeritus of Music at Yale University and an internationally recognized authority on early music, especially opera of the Renaissance and Baroque periods. His wife, Dr. Elizabeth Keitel, also an accomplished scholar of early music, taught in the Music Department at Yale and directed the Collegium Musicum. In 2001, following Dr. Palisca’s death, Dr. Keitel established the Claude V. Palisca Music Library Fund at Queens College with a gift of $10,000. Upon her death, Dr. Keitel left a bequest of twenty percent of her residual estate to the Queens College Foundation to add to the Music Library. Her total donation to the Music Library Fund was $877,860.

In recognition of the generosity of Dr. Keitel’s support in honor of her husband, Dr. Claude Palisca, the College therefore asks that the Board of Trustees approve the naming of the “Claude V. Palisca Collaborative Research and Study Area” in the Music Library at Queens College.

C. QUEENS COLLEGE - NAMING OF THE SAUL NOVACK STUDIO AND PRACTICE ROOM:

RESOLVED, That the Board of Trustees of The City University of New York approve the naming of Room 351 of the Music Building at Queens College as the “Saul Novack Studio and Practice Room.”

EXPLANATION: Saul Novack was a former Dean of Arts and Humanities at Queens College and Professor Emeritus at the College’s Aaron Copland School of Music. During his tenure, Dr. Novack revamped the music theory and analysis department at Queens College and established The City University of New York’s Ph.D program in music, as well as degrees in instrumental performance at both the graduate and undergraduate levels. He played a key role in helping transform the College’s music department into the Aaron Copland School of Music in 1982, his final year as Dean. Dr. Novack retired in 1985 and died in 1998.

His daughter, Carol Novack, was a poet and writer who worked as a criminal defense and constitutional lawyer before founding a publication called Mad Hatters’ Review in 2005 and a non-profit arts organization called MadHat, Inc. Upon her death in 2011, Ms. Novack left a bequest of 30% of her residual estate, a total of $258,094, to establish the “Saul Novack Scholarship Fund” at the Aaron Copeland School of Music in memory of her father.
In recognition of this generous contribution from Carol Novack in honor of her father’s legacy, and of Dr. Novack’s many years of service to the College, Queens College requests that the Board of Trustees approve the naming of Room 351 in the Music Building as the “Saul Novack Studio and Practice Room.”

D. QUEENS COLLEGE - NAMING OF THE CHARLES G. WEEKES FACULTY LOUNGE AND CONFERENCE ROOM:

RESOLVED, That the Board of Trustees of The City University of New York approve the naming of Room 710 in Klapper Hall as the “Charles G. Weekes Faculty Lounge and Conference Room.”

EXPLANATION: Geraldine Weekes graduated from Queens College in 1971 with a degree in Fine Arts. Her son, Charles G. Weekes, a machinist in the US Navy who aspired to become a writer, died in 1992. In memory of her late son, Ms. Weekes bequeathed a gift of $328,484 to endow a scholarship fund for students with financial need who are majoring in English and demonstrate an interest in creative writing.

In recognition of the generosity of this contribution from Geraldine Weekes, the College therefore requests the approval by the Board of Trustees of the naming of Room 710 in Klapper Hall, a space that also serves as a meeting place for MFA students, as the “Charles G. Weekes Faculty Lounge and Conference Room.”

E. THE CITY UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK - AMENDMENTS TO OPTIONAL RETIREMENT PLAN AND TAX DEFERRED ANNUITY PLAN:

RESOLVED, That the Board of Trustees of The City University of New York authorize the establishment of a Revenue Credit Account as part of the University’s Optional Retirement Plan (the “ORP”) that will be funded by TIAA-CREF based on revenues generated by the ORP, and a Revenue Credit Account as part of the University’s Tax Deferred Annuity Plan (the “TDA Plan,” together with the ORP, individually the “Plan” and collectively, “the Plans”) that will be funded by TIAA-CREF based on revenues generated by the TDA Plan. The funds in each Revenue Credit Account may only be used to pay expenses incurred in the administration of the Plan of which it is a part, and to provide ORP or TDA Plan participants with additional benefits as permitted by applicable law and any rules established by the Vice Chancellor for Human Resources Management; and be it further

RESOLVED, That the Committee on Faculty, Staff and Administration is authorized to develop specific recommendations of mutual funds offered by TIAA-CREF and Met Life that it deems appropriate to be added as investment options to the TDA Plan; and be it further

RESOLVED, That the TDA Plan will be amended on a date to be determined by the Vice Chancellor for Human Resources Management to add a Roth option and to permit employees to contribute elective deferrals as Roth contributions; and be it further

RESOLVED, That the number of loans available to a Participant from the ORP and the TDA Plan combined is limited to five (5) outstanding loans at any one time, and no loan may be issued from either the ORP or the TDA Plan to a Participant who has an outstanding defaulted loan from either the ORP or the TDA Plan, and that the Vice Chancellor for Human Resources Management shall establish rules to implement this limitation; and be it further

RESOLVED, That effective for Plan Years beginning January 1, 2016 and thereafter, the TDA Plan is amended to eliminate the special catch-up election under Internal Revenue Code Section 402(g)(7) that provides participants who have been employed at CUNY for 15 years or more a higher contribution limit to the TDA Plan under certain circumstances.
EXPLANATION: The five provisions of this resolution implement changes to the operation of the ORP and the TDA Plan in order to improve CUNY’s ability to properly administer the Plans, to reduce Plan costs, and to enhance the investment options available to Plan participants. Specifically:

1. A Revenue Credit Account is a plan account that accepts funding from an investment provider (such as TIAA-CREF) that comes from revenue earned by the investment provider in excess of what it needs to provide services to the Plans. It effectively reduces the fees charged by the investment provider and provides CUNY with additional resources to operate the Plans. TIAA-CREF will calculate annually the amount it will contribute to the Revenue Credit Account based on revenues in excess of a target revenue amount that was agreed to by CUNY. Funds in the Revenue Credit Accounts belong to each of the respective Plans, and not to CUNY. Consequently, the funds can only be used to pay certain expenses associated with operating the Plans or as additional contributions to participants’ accounts. The Vice Chancellor for Human Resources Management shall report annually to the Board of Trustees on expenditures paid out of either Revenue Credit Account.

2. The TDA Plan currently offers participants a range of annuity accounts from TIAA-CREF and Met Life, and a limited number of mutual funds distributed by Halliday Financial, as investment options. The Plan’s investment advisor has recommended offering additional mutual funds offered by TIAA-CREF and Met Life to enhance the investment choices available to Plan participants. The resolution authorizes the Committee on Faculty, Staff and Administration to review the available mutual funds from those investment providers and to bring recommendations of appropriate funds for approval by the Board of Trustees.

3. A Roth account allows participants to voluntarily contribute amounts to the TDA Plan on an after-tax basis. If certain requirements are met, the contributions, plus earnings, can be withdrawn tax-free. A Roth account is a valuable tax planning option for participants to consider. The availability of the Roth account is in addition to a participant’s current right to contribute amounts to the TDA Plan on a before-tax basis.

4. Currently, there are no restrictions on the number of loans that can be issued under the ORP and the TDA Plans. There are IRS limits on the amount of money that can be borrowed by a participant from the Plans’ accounts, but some participants regularly have many loans outstanding at one time. This both adds complexity and cost to the administration of the Plans and can lead to a high level of loan defaults. The resolution limits the total number of outstanding loans from both Plans to five (5). This is consistent with the number of loans made available in similar plans of other institutions of higher education.

5. Internal Revenue Code Section 402(g)(7) provides a special rule that allows an employee who has completed 15 years of service with CUNY to contribute an additional amount to the TDA Plan under certain circumstances. In general, the additional amount is made available only if the employee has in past years contributed an amount to the TDA Plan that was significantly under the maximum amount permitted. These “catch-up” contributions are intended to enable the employee to make up for the years when his or her contributions were below the maximum permitted. But the formula for determining the “catch up” amount is very complex and requires considerable data from both CUNY and the record keepers. It is easy to make an error in the calculation, which may result in a violation of IRS rules. Additionally, a relatively small number of employees can benefit from this rule. CUNY has determined that it would significantly simplify plan administration and reduce costs to eliminate the availability of this rule going forward. Participants may make pre-tax contributions to the New York State Deferred Compensation Plan in addition to any contributions made to the TDA Plan.

Report of Faculty, Staff and Administration Committee Chair Valerie Beal:
The Task Force is continuing its important work and this Committee will bring additional recommendations to the Board in the next few months.
NO. 6. COMMITTEE ON FACILITIES PLANNING AND MANAGEMENT: RESOLVED, That the following item be approved:

A. THE CITY UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK - FIVE-YEAR CAPITAL BUDGET REQUEST, FY 2016-17 THROUGH FY 2020-21:

RESOLVED, That The City University of New York Board of Trustees approve a five-year Capital Budget Request for Fiscal Years FY 2016-17 through FY 2020-21 of approximately $6.8 billion for projects authorized by The City University Construction Fund to address critical maintenance, infrastructure, and programmatic initiatives in support of the University's mission. These projects shall be funded through bonds sold by the Dormitory Authority of the State of New York with debt service payments appropriated by the State of New York and the City of New York, and through bonds sold by the City of New York; projects shall also be supported by state minor repair funding from General Fund. The five-year request breaks down to $5.1 billion for the Senior Colleges and $1.7 billion for the Community Colleges. The state provides 100% of the funding for Senior Colleges and 50% for the Community Colleges. The city provides the matching 50% for the Community Colleges and special projects at Senior Colleges; and be it further

RESOLVED, That the Master Plan for the University be and is hereby amended as necessary to provide for the capital proposal.

EXPLANATION: Every year the University is required to submit a five-year capital plan to the State Division of the Budget and the City Office of Management and Budget. As in previous plans, the FY 2016-17 through FY 2020-21 request focuses on completion of existing projects and critical health, safety, code compliance and rehabilitation projects, while recognizing the need for expansion and modernization of facilities as called for in campus master plans. In formulating specific projects under this plan, an effort will be made where possible to leverage available University real estate resources through public-private development.

The projects included in the plan originate at the campuses and are prioritized following Board of Trustees criteria:

1. Critical Maintenance projects to ensure health, safety, security, facilities preservation, and compliance with codes, including ADA and asbestos-related regulations;

2. Individual campus projects that were started with partial earlier funding and need completion of funding;

3. Projects to upgrade existing science facilities and provide new science instruction and research facilities;

4. CUNY-wide technology projects, including infrastructure upgrades, systems engineering, and new equipment;

5. CUNY-wide projects to meet energy conservation and performance objectives including Executive Order 88 and Local Law 87;

6. New construction of space needed for academic programs, with projects ranked in order of overall campus space deficiency. Highest priority is assigned to classroom and instructional laboratory facilities and to the replacement of temporary or leased space with permanent space;

7. CUNY-wide and individual campus projects for purposes other than those listed above.
FY 2016-17 Capital Budget Request
FY 2016-17 CAPITAL REQUEST PRIORITIES

- State-of-Good-Repair effort
- Complete ongoing, partially funded projects
- New facilities
- Technology upgrades
- Energy conservation/performance
  - State E0 88 & City LL 87
- CUNY 2020 Initiative – fourth year allocation

FY 2016-17 CUNY CAPITAL REQUEST

CUNY’s Five-Year Request:

- FY 2016-17 through FY 2020-21
- Collaboration between FPCM and the colleges
  - Meetings held with every college
  - Review and update of project details
- Colleges approve both State and City requests for submission
FY 2016-17 CAPITAL REQUEST BREAKDOWN

5-Year State/City Request totals $6.8 billion
- Seniors $5.1 billion / Community Colleges $1.7 billion
- State share $5.9 billion / City share $850 million
- Hard dollars portion of request for Senior/Community Colleges $292 million

City Reso-A funding request $89 million

REQUEST SUMMARY

($ thousands)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Bonded Funds</th>
<th>State</th>
<th>City</th>
<th>Total</th>
<th>First Year totals</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CUNY Wides</td>
<td>$1,746,864</td>
<td>$1,746,864</td>
<td>$3,493,728</td>
<td>$438,250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seniors Individual</td>
<td>$3,076,838</td>
<td>$3,076,838</td>
<td>$6,153,676</td>
<td>$802,910</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colleges Total</td>
<td>$4,823,702</td>
<td>$4,823,702</td>
<td>$9,647,404</td>
<td>$1,284,460</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| CUNY Wides          | $308,083   | $308,083  | $616,165  | $114,565         |
| CUNY Individual     | $534,966   | $539,515  | $1,074,480| $170,239         |
| Colleges Total      | $843,048   | $847,597  | $1,690,645| $284,804         |
| Bonded Total        | $5,666,750 | $847,597  | $6,514,347| $1,568,964       |
| Hard Dollar Total   | $282,030   | $10,000   | $292,030  | $55,900          |
| TOTAL FIVE-YEAR REQUEST | $5,948,780 | $957,597  | $6,806,377| $1,624,264       |
A. THE CITY UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK - STRATEGIC INVESTMENT FUND:

RESOLVED, That the Board of Trustees of The City University of New York approves the allocation of $20 million in CUNY Investment and Performance Funds according to the recommendations of Chancellor Milliken which are based upon the methodology described in the Board resolution of October 1, 2015. The Chancellor recommends that a total of $13.6 million be awarded to fund 28 proposals submitted by CUNY’s senior colleges and graduate and professional schools and $6.4 million be awarded to fund 15 proposals submitted by CUNY’s community colleges.

EXPLANATION: Consistent with the performance funding proposal included in Governor Cuomo’s executive budget and the call for a CUNY Investment and Performance Fund in the New York State budget adopted on April 1, 2015, for which the state appropriated $12 million, CUNY developed a competitive proposal process to inspire colleges to develop innovative and effective projects to advance the State’s priorities to improve access, degree completion, academic programs and student services that support post-graduate success, research, and community engagement, and expand experiential learning opportunities, as well as further some additional goals of strategic importance to CUNY. CUNY supplemented the $12 million state appropriation designated for performance funding for FY 2016 with an additional $8 million, at least $6 million of which was dedicated to funding community college initiatives.

CUNY’s process, known as the Strategic Investment Initiative, asked colleges to submit proposals for projects that would advance goals aligned with the highest priorities of both the University and the State. The RFP required that colleges demonstrate their capacity to implement the initiative within the fiscal year and sustain it beyond the initial funding cycle. It further required colleges to include an evaluation plan to gauge the success of the project, both in terms of implementation (project milestones) and subsequent outcomes (project goals).

Following the methodology described in the Strategic Investment resolution of October 1, 2015, a team of reviewers evaluated 68 proposals submitted by CUNY’s 24 colleges and schools under the RFP for CUNY’s Strategic Investment Initiative and 14 submitted under a grant funded by the JP Morgan Chase Foundation. Overall, 43 projects were found to be worthy of investment.

Reviewers evaluated proposals using a 10-dimension rubric with a maximum score of 300 points. The proposals submitted by the seven community colleges were evaluated separately from the proposals submitted by the senior colleges and graduate and professional schools. Based on available funding, the top scoring proposals are recommended for awards. The Chancellor’s recommendation includes an award for each of the 24 colleges.

B. QUEENSBOROUGH COMMUNITY COLLEGE - OUTDOOR ATHLETIC TRACK REPLACEMENT:

RESOLVED, That the Board of Trustees of The City University of New York authorize the General Counsel to execute contract(s) on behalf of Queensborough Community College to purchase and install a replacement outdoor athletic track. The contract(s) shall be awarded to the lowest responsive and responsible bidder(s) after public advertisement and sealed bidding by the College pursuant to law and University Regulations. Such purchase shall not exceed a total estimated cost of $650,000 during the fiscal year ending June 30, 2016. The contract(s) shall be subject to approval as to form by the University Office of General Counsel.

EXPLANATION: Queensborough Community College will replace its outdoor athletic track after several decades of use by the college and the community. The new athletic track will be made of durable, state-of-the-art materials that is expected to provide at least 12 years of safe, low use and that can then be resurfaced to extend its useful life for another 10 years.
NO. 8. [ADDED ITEM] HONORARY DEGREES: RESOLVED, That the following honorary degrees, approved by the appropriate faculty body, the college president and recommended by the Chancellor, be presented at the commencement exercise as specified:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>COLLEGE</th>
<th>DEGREE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HUNTER COLLEGE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Judy and Stanley Zabar</td>
<td>Doctor of Humane Letters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Klara Silverstein</td>
<td>Doctor of Humane Letters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lin-Manuel Miranda</td>
<td>Doctor of Humane Letters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(To be conferred at the commencement ceremony on January 21, 2016)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

NO. 9. [ADDED ITEM] THE CITY UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK - AMENDMENTS TO GUIDELINES FOR PRESIDENTIAL SEARCHES:

RESOLVED, That the Board of Trustees of The City University of New York approve the amended Guidelines for Presidential Searches as set forth below.

NOTE: A red-lined version of the changes may be obtained from the Office of the Secretary of the Board of Trustees upon request.

THE CITY UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK
GUIDELINES FOR PRESIDENTIAL SEARCHES

INTRODUCTION

Section 11.4 of the Bylaws of the Board of Trustees of CUNY set forth the duties and qualifications of Presidents of the colleges. These guidelines address the process and procedures to be followed in searching for a President (including a Dean of CUNY School of Professional Studies, the CUNY School of Law, the CUNY Graduate School of Journalism and the CUNY School of Public Health).

THE PROCESS

When a vacancy occurs, or is certain to occur, the Chairperson of the Board of Trustees shall, after consultation with the Chancellor, establish a Search Committee to seek a new President.

In the case of an anticipated vacancy in the position of President, should circumstances warrant, the Chancellor shall recommend an individual to the Board for appointment as Interim President until such time as a President is appointed. The appointment of an Interim President will typically be for a period of no more than one academic year. If an appointment exceeds, this period, the Chancellor shall notify the Board Committee on Faculty, Staff and Administration of the reasons requiring an extension.

The primary responsibilities of the Search Committee are to recruit and screen highly qualified candidates. The Search Committee will accept nominations from individuals within and outside of the University community.

The City University of New York is an Affirmative Action-Equal Opportunity Employer and shall seek to identify qualified women and minorities for consideration by the Search Committee.

Composition of the Committee:

In order to provide for broad participation of the College and the University community, the Chairperson of the Board, after consultation with the Chancellor, shall establish a Presidential Search Committee and
designate the Chairperson of the Search Committee. The Search Committee shall be composed of the following members:

Trustees: up to five Trustees, appointed by the Chairperson of the Board. The Chairperson or the Vice Chairperson of the Board in the absence of the Chairperson, shall be an ex-officio member of the Search Committee and accordingly shall be entitled to vote. Whenever possible, one Trustee appointed to a Search Committee should reside in the same borough as the College.

Faculty: three tenured faculty from the College (but not including the President, Vice Presidents, Provosts or Deans), elected as determined by the appropriate faculty governance body, or if there is no official faculty governance body established by the College’s approved governance plan, by the faculty members of the College governance body.

Senior level administrators: up to two senior level administrators, one who is affiliated with the college and one who is from a different college, recommended by the Chancellor and appointed by the Chairperson of the Board. The total number of appointed Trustees and senior level administrators shall not exceed five.

Students: two students from the College, recommended by the President and appointed by the Chairperson of the Board, generally, but not necessarily, the presidents of the student governments, or if there is only one student government, another elected student leader, provided, however, that the President shall consult the appropriate student government bodies on the selection.

Alumni: one alumnus/alumna from the College, generally, but not necessarily, the President of the alumni organization of the College, recommended by the Chancellor and appointed by the Chairperson of the Board.

President: the President of one of the colleges of the University recommended by the Chancellor and appointed by the Chairperson of the Board.

In addition, the Search Committee for the Dean of the Law School and the Graduate School of Journalism shall include a member of the School’s Board of Visitors or Advisory Council and up to two other outstanding figures in the relevant professional community in New York City appointed by the Chairperson of the Board.

Notwithstanding any contrary provision of this section, the Dean of the CUNY School of Public Health shall be selected in accordance with the procedures set forth in the governance plan for that school.

Staffing and Outside Consultants:

Staff support, including outside consultants, shall be provided to the Search Committee by the Office of the Chancellor.

PROCEDURES

Analysis of College Needs and Priorities:

The Chancellor shall designate an individual(s) and/or consultant(s) to visit the College, confer with appropriate constituencies, including the elected faculty and other elected governance leaders, as well as department chairpersons, and prepare a report for the Search Committee and the Chancellor, indicating needs and priorities that will help to prepare a position description and an effective advertising and recruitment plan for the position.
Announcing the Vacancy and Processing the Applications:

Announcements of a presidential vacancy shall be placed in the appropriate media, and shall be communicated to educational and related institutions through correspondence and through targeted recruitment.

All applications, with supporting materials as requested in the job description, are to be sent to:

Presidential Search Committee  
The City University of New York  
205 East 42nd Street  
New York, NY 10017

Screening of Applicants:

The Search Committee shall review the applicant pool and reduce it to a manageable number of candidates to be interviewed by the Search Committee. The Chancellor may place before the Search Committee, for additional review, the curricula vitae of a small number of individuals eliminated by the Committee or additional individuals.

At the conclusion of the preliminary interviews, the Search Committee shall select three or four finalists to visit the College.

The work and communications of the Search Committee shall be conducted confidentially, with the understanding that members of the Search Committee are not to reveal any information concerning the identity of candidates, the contents of its deliberations or any other aspect of its work to persons outside of the Search Committee.

College Consultation:

Subject to the exception set forth below, each finalist shall visit the College campus and meet with a group of representatives of College constituencies, including but not limited to elected faculty and student governance leaders and alumni, selected by the Chancellor. Following such meetings, those representatives shall meet and provide the Chancellor with a report on their views of each candidate.

After consultation with the Search Committee, if the Chancellor determines that campus visits would inhibit the generation of a suitable pool of excellent candidates, the Chancellor may, with the approval of the Chairperson of the Board, modify the college consultation process as follows: each finalist shall meet with a group of representatives of College constituencies, including but not limited to elected faculty and student governance leaders and alumni, selected by the Chancellor. Following such meetings, those representatives shall meet and provide the Chancellor with a report on their views of each candidate.

The work and communications of those groups shall be conducted confidentially, with the understanding that the members of each group are not to reveal any information concerning the identity of candidates, the contents of its deliberations or any other aspect of its work to persons outside of the group.

Chancellor’s Recommendations:

The Chancellor, after considering the assessments of the Search Committee, the views of the representatives of the College constituencies, and such other information as may be necessary, shall prepare a recommendation for the Board.
Appointment:

As soon as possible after the Board has acted upon the recommendation of the Chancellor, the Chancellor shall notify the candidate of the Board’s decision. A formal letter of appointment, together with the Board resolution, which delineates the terms and conditions of employment, will be sent to the candidate as soon as he/she accepts the position.

Exceptions to these Guidelines:

In special situations, the Board Chairperson and the Chancellor, after full consultation with the Chair of the Board Committee on Faculty, Staff and Administration and leadership of College constituencies, including but not limited to elected faculty and student governance leaders, may decide to suspend these guidelines for a specific presidential search and substitute a shortened process. Such special situations may include, but are not limited to, the existence of a candidate of proven distinction from within the University, a former University executive, a candidate of national prominence from outside the University, or an exceptional candidate from a recent CUNY presidential search.

EXPLANATION: The proposed amendments to the Guidelines for Presidential Searches are designed to make the search process more effective. The principal substantive changes relate to the composition of the Search Committee and to process of campus consultation. Under the current guidelines, the Search Committee was required to have at least five Trustees; the amended guidelines permit up to five Trustees. That change is intended to reduce the burden on Trustees, especially when there are several simultaneous searches. In addition, the amended guidelines permit the appointment to the Search Committee of up to two senior administrators so long as there are not more than a total of five appointed Trustees and senior level administrations. They also make clear the President must consult with the student government bodies before recommending the student members of the Search Committee.

The amended guidelines also add flexibility to the college consultation process. Under the current guidelines campus visits by finalists were required, and the details of the meetings on the campus were set forth in some detail. The amended guidelines provide the Chancellor with more discretion in structuring meetings during campus visits by candidates with representatives of various constituencies, including but not limited to elected faculty and student governance leaders and alumni. Furthermore, the amended guidelines permit the Chancellor, after consultation with the Search Committee, to dispense with public campus visits and instead to obtain feedback from college representatives by means of confidential off-campus meetings between the finalists and college representatives. The latter option would be used only when the Chancellor, after consultation with the Search Committee, determines that campus visits would inhibit the generation of a suitable pool of excellent candidates.

University Faculty Senate Chair and Trustee Terrence Martell stated that he would like to thank Chancellor Miliken and General Counsel and Senior Vice Chancellor (GC&SVC) Frederick Schaffer for reaching out in a positive way in helping to develop the amended Guidelines for Presidential Searches.

USS Chair and Trustee Awadjie stated that he would also like to thank GC&SVC Schaffer for allowing USS to take part in the process of amendments to the Guidelines for Presidential Searches.

NO. 10. [ADDED ITEM] THE CITY UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK - THE CUNY GRADUATE SCHOOL OF PUBLIC HEALTH AND HEALTH POLICY:

RESOLVED, That the Chancellor shall develop and implement a plan to transition the existing consortial CUNY School of Public Health (CUNY SPH) to a unified graduate school, which will administer all master’s level and doctoral degree programs. The unified graduate school will remain a unit of the Graduate School and University Center; and be it further
RESOLVED, That the degree-granting authority for all graduate degrees shall reside with the Graduate School and University Center, of which the CUNY SPH is a division. The CUNY SPH shall be encouraged to collaborate with other CUNY colleges on joint degree programs between public health and other disciplines; and be it further; and be it further

RESOLVED, That all current faculty in public health, regardless of senior college home, may apply to transfer their appointments to the CUNY SPH at the Graduate School and University Center without effect on tenure, rank, or seniority; and be it further

RESOLVED, That the name of The CUNY School of Public Health shall be changed to The CUNY Graduate School of Public Health and Health Policy (CUNY GSPHHP).

EXPLANATION: The case for creating a unified graduate school of public health is compelling. A unified school is the national standard and is easily recognizable by the public and specifically by prospective students, faculty, donors and other funding sources. It will best serve students by removing multiple operational and logistical challenges, enabling the offering of more innovative advanced courses, and improving access to the full complement of academic and career services. This revised structure will facilitate reaccreditation of the CUNY GSPHHP by the Council on Education for Public Health (CEPH). The overwhelming majority of the public health faculty have indicated that a unified school is in the best interest of the University, the School, its faculty and its students. The CUNY GSPHHP will be in a better position to recruit and retain the faculty, improve upon faculty development and scholarship and achieve consistent standards in all faculty personnel actions. A unified graduate school will benefit CUNY students by providing consistency in admissions and academic standards and permit the elimination of academic and administrative redundancy. Finally, this structure will enable a more efficient and sustainable financial future for the school.

Arrangements will be made to allow continuing students at current consortial colleges to complete their degrees without significant disruption. All undergraduate public health programs will seek independent CEPH accreditation at the programmatic level.

Upon motion duly made, seconded and carried, the meeting was adjourned to go into Executive Session at 6:18 P.M.

SECRETARY AND SENIOR VICE CHANCELLOR JAY HERSHENSON
The Executive Session was called to order at 6:20 P.M.

There were present:

Benno Schmidt, Chairperson
Philip Alfonso Berry, Vice Chairperson

Valerie Lancaster Beal
Wellington Z. Chen
Una S. T-Clarke
Rita DiMartino
Freida D. Foster
Brian D. Obergfell

Jill O'Donnell-Tormey
Peter S. Pantaleo
Carol A. Robles-Roman
Barry F. Schwartz
Charles A. Shorter

Joseph K. Awadjie, ex officio
Terrence F. Martell, ex officio (non-voting)

Frederick P. Schaffer, General Counsel and Senior Vice Chancellor for Legal Affairs
Jay Hershenson, Senior Vice Chancellor for University Relations and Secretary of the Board
Hourig Messerlian, Deputy to the Secretary

Chancellor James B. Milliken
EVC and University Provost Vita Rabinowitz
EVC and C.O.O. Allan H. Dobrin
Vice Chancellor Judith Bergtraum
Vice Chancellor Brian Cohen
Vice Chancellor Frank Sánchez

Vice Chancellor Matthew Sapienza
Vice Chancellor Pamela Silverblatt
Vice Chancellor Gillian Small
Vice Chancellor Gloriana Waters
Associate VC Andrea Shapiro Davis
Special Advisor Marc V. Shaw

The absence of Trustees Judah Gribetz and Hugo M. Morales was excused.

Trustee Terrence Martell left the room for a portion of the Executive Session.

The Board went into Executive Session to discuss personnel matters.

Upon motion duly made, seconded and carried, the Executive Session was adjourned at 6:40 P.M.

SECRETARY AND SENIOR VICE CHANCELLOR JAY HERSHENSON
The absence of Trustees Judah Gribetz and Hugo M. Morales was excused.

Upon motions duly made, seconded and carried, the following resolutions were adopted: (Calendar Nos. 11 and 12)

**NO. 11. MACAULAY HONORS COLLEGE - APPOINTMENT OF INTERIM DEAN:**

RESOLVED, That the Board of Trustees of The City University of New York approve the appointment of Dr. Mary Pearl as Interim Dean of Macaulay Honors College, starting on January 30, 2016 at a compensation to be recommended by the Chancellor to the Board, subject to financial ability.
EXPLANATION: Dr. Ann Kirschner will step down as Dean of Macaulay Honors College, effective January 30, 2016, close of business. Pending a completion of a search for a new Dean, Dr. Mary Pearl will serve as Interim Dean. Dr. Pearl was appointed as Macaulay Honors College’s first Provost and Senior Associate Dean effective March 3, 2014. Since July 2012, Dr. Pearl served as the Associate Dean and Chief Academic Officer at the College while also a Professor of Biology at Brooklyn College. Dr. Pearl is a renowned scientist, environmentalist and educator, who was the first dean and Administrative Vice President of SUNY Stony Brook – Southampton. She also served as president of the Ecohealth Alliance, helping build careers of local scientists and educators in 20 high-biodiversity countries around the world. She is also a founding faculty member for the master's program on Design for Social Innovation at the School for Visual Arts.

The Chancellor strongly recommends her appointment as Interim Dean.

Statement of Interim Dean Mary Pearl:
I would like to thank Chancellor Milliken, as well as Chairperson Schmidt and the rest of the Board for their confidence in my leadership. As a lifelong New Yorker and a granddaughter of a proud City College graduate, it is a pleasure for me to be asked to serve CUNY in this way. I would also like to thank my dear friend, Dr. Ann Kirschner, whose enthusiasm and passionate commitment to the advancement of Macaulay Honors College’s (MHC) students has been inspiring. I have appreciated her openness, her flexibility, and the culture she has created at MHC, of innovation. It has allowed me to dream up and launch programs beyond what I thought possible when I arrived a little over three years ago. I am excited to build on MHC’s achievements and will not look at this interim appointment as an interlude for stasis at a time when one must not lose any momentum in advancement. I am inspired by Chancellor Milliken’s commitment to a digital and international CUNY, and I will seek to provide MHC students with an even more exhilarating and transformational experience in these areas. I also hope that MHC can share with its CUNY partner institutions a series of proof-of-concept programs in higher education that can spark innovation and success at other campuses. She concluded by saying that for anyone interested in the future harmony and prosperity of this region, there is not a more exciting place to be than working with some of CUNY’s most hardworking, talented, and driven students. I look forward to making wonderful things happen over the next few months, working together with MHC’s Foundation Board, its Advisory Council, students, faculty, and staff, as well as with Chancellor Milliken and his cabinet, and of course, my many enthusiastic colleagues throughout the CUNY system, who have already been such a great pleasure to work with.

NO. 12. RESOLUTION OF APPRECIATION – ANN KIRCHNER:

WHEREAS, Dr. Ann Kirschner was designated Dean of Macaulay Honors College at CUNY by Chancellor Matthew Goldstein in June 2006 with the unanimous approval of the Board of Trustees; and

WHEREAS, Student achievement at Macaulay soared under her leadership, as students competed for and were awarded seventy-three prestigious fellowships, including two Rhodes Scholars, five Truman Fellows and thirty-six Fulbrights; and

WHEREAS, Dr. Kirschner developed signature leadership programs, such as the Goldsmith Scholars, Revson Scholars, the Kenan Fellows and the Hertog Scholars; and

WHEREAS, Building on her background as an entrepreneur in media and technology, Dr. Kirschner launched the Macaulay New Media Lab and was awarded one of New York State’s 20/20 grants to develop a digital media incubator and curriculum in partnership with Hostos Community College and Lehman College; and

WHEREAS, Dr. Kirschner began her career as a lecturer in Victorian literature at Princeton University where she earned a Ph.D in English. And as an entrepreneur in media and technology, she launched satellite and internet businesses for the National Football League and Columbia University’s online education company, Fathom; and
WHEREAS, As writer and frequent contributor to conferences and publications on education and technology, Dean Kirschner was named one of New York Magazine’s Millennium New Yorkers, and she is the author of Sala’s Gift, the story of her mother’s wartime rescue of letters from Nazi labor camps, whereby the original letters are in the permanent collection of the New York Public Library; and

WHEREAS, Chancellor James B. Milliken has praised Dean Kirschner’s outstanding leadership of Macaulay Honors College, noting that “the college went from a program to one of the few degree granting honors colleges in the country. Applications increased by 80 percent and Macaulay has become one of America’s most competitive honors colleges.”; now therefore be it

RESOLVED, That the Board of Trustees of The City University of New York expresses its heartfelt appreciation to Dr. Ann Kirschner for her exemplary dedication and distinguished leadership as Dean of Macaulay Honors College, and for continuing to serve the University in her new post as Special Adviser to the Chancellor for Strategic Partnerships, building affiliations in key sectors of the economy to provide enhanced opportunities for our students and graduates.

Statement of Dr. Ann Kirschner:
First, all of those things happened not because of me, but because of the remarkable team at MHC. It is an honor to have led MHC for 10 years. I never stayed anywhere that long, and the reward is the friendship, the affection, and the gratitude of the most remarkable young men and women I have ever met. To work at CUNY is to be part of a remarkable mission about the future of education, not only in New York, but in the United States, and, I could not be prouder than I am at what we at the University will accomplish together. Thank you to all the Trustees and to Chancellor Milliken for the opportunity to continue to serve CUNY.

Upon motion duly made, seconded and carried, the reconvened public meeting was adjourned at 6:51 P.M.

SECRETARY AND SENIOR VICE CHANCELLOR JAY HERSHENSON

(This is a detailed summary of the Board of Trustees’ meeting. The tapes of the meeting are available in the Office of the Secretary of the Board for a period of three years.)